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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky Communi
ty Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
PIOT CONS 1041404MCI
tsar All RUDY KM
'DISCUSSIONS WITH
ODIN PAINII" AT
PANS PIACI TALKS

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

'United Press International

In Our 11th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 7,
1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

S U.S. MOUNTA
NATIVI GUMS
CLIMBING 2at75-POOT
MT COMMAATNIti Id NIPAL

Creative Arts To
Have Luncheon

10. Per Copy

University Hi
Students In
NFL Tourney

Vol. LXXXX No. 108

Moose Lodge Will
Under write Blood
Program This Irk)

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a luncheon meeting on Monday, May 12, at the
club house.
A workshop meeting will
If you can remember the Hudstart at 9:30 a.m. and the luntson-Essex Super Six, you are a
eheon will be served at 11:30
Six Murray University Schooi
member of the orange juice
am.
students participated in the
and buttermilk generation.
Reservations for the luncheon Kentucky State NFL tourna
should be made vrttli Mrs. Jack ment held May 2 and 3 at HodNow cornea the meaning of the
Andersen 753-7932 or Mrs. Ed genville.
word "Berserk". According t3
Chris Kodman, senior, placed
Overhey 753-8973 by Frisby,
William Penfield there was this
third in original oratory, deMay
9,
fellow named Beaerker in
Other hostesses are MS. livering a speech on the condi*Norse mythology who was a
Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Jack tion of prisons; and fourth ir
James McKinney, Governor
humdinger of a warrior. When
girls' extemporaneous speaking
of
Moose Lodge 3011, Murray,
Blackwell,
Kathy Rowlett
and
Mrs.
Robed
he got into battle he howled
Steve Compton
Ralph Tesseneer, III, senior,
has announced that this orDouglas.
like a wolf, foamed at the
won third place in boys' extemganisation will pay all expensmouth and otherwise went inporaneous speaking.
Revival services will begin es of the Calloway County
to a rage and showed incredSam Collins, senior, and Jill
Monday, May 12, at the Em- Blood Program for the quarter
Ralph Tossanoor
ible strength. This guy had
Shroat, sophomore, reached the
manuel
Missionary
Baptist ending June 30. A check for
twelve sons and they were all
Church. Services will be held $300.00 was presented to Bill
semi-finals in dramatic interpreas veld as papa. This name
tation.
each evening at 7:30 p.m.
Boyd, Blood Program Chairwas applied to any fierce warDear Editor:
Other MUS students particiBro. Tildon Garner, pastor of man, and Jean Blankenship,
rior in later days and from
In the course of human pating
the Southside Baptist Church; Red Cross Chapter Executive,
were Mark Etherton, so
'the word "Berserker" comes
Honor students of the grad- band 4 years; Pep Band 2 years; events, we find it necessary phomore, original oratory; and
Paducah, will be the visiting today.
the word "berserk" which uating Class
quite
'often to redefine Our Annette Houston,
of 1989 at Murray Hi-Y 2 years, attended KVA;
evangelist.
sophomore
This amount will pay for can,
means exhibiting frenzied rage. High School are
Valedictorian Junior Play and participation ideas and set our minds extemporaneous speaking.
The church is located off the teen supplies needed at the
straight. The question of MurKathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr.
Mr. George Roberts, sponsor,
Highway 121 Bypass. The drive, tomorrow, May 8, when
(Coistiewasi On Pao, Twelve)
The next time you go berserk, and Mrs. Tom
ray State's compulsory ROTC
Rowlett, and
church and pastor, Bro. Thomas the bloodmobile will be at the
accompanied the group.
you'll know the background of Salutatorian Steve
has
arisen.
Let's redefine our
Compton, son
Fortner, gives everyone a warm First Methodist Church from
this condition.
ideas and set- - our minds-7
of Mr. and Mrs. John Compton,
welcome.
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. It will
straight.
Principal Eli Alexander analso pay for the processing costs
An Intellectual is described as nounced
To
start
with,
attendance
yesterday.
at.
of the blood, printing and posta person who has read a book.
Murray State is not compulsory.
Miss Rowlett's scholastic average necessary for the blood
And an expert is a person away
This is a vital point and should
program.
itrom home who has a brief case. age for four years was, 97.74.
be considered.
Mr. Compton's average was
If the county quota of 223
Secondly, the citizens of the
Guy Cunningham of 1820 pints is met total coverage of
The big drop of "blood" on yes- 96.90.
State of Kentucky support the
Magnolia Drive was treated at the community blood needs is
terday's front page was meant
Terry Gene Cole of 1301 Peg- major portion of Murray State's
Ernie Williams, eon of Mr.
the
emergency room of the assured through June 30. Each
Mrs.
to make iolks cognisant of the
Frocie
gy
Ann
Drive
was
hospitalise
Futrell,
finances.
d
age
97,
Here
we must set our
and Mrs. Wayne Williams, rankMurray-Calloway Count Hos- Individual will receive coverpassed away Tuesday at her
yesterday after sustaining in- minds straiLht„.4..,hi ogly
greM need for fulfilling Calked third with his .OltOIAlle of
p I `Weddeliday it -TTr: age for his family for one ME
lurid;lts"1" ear end mogitlele cal that IR c'ftens of Ken- lethirrAti f1g Courib7
.- "Ter
-111+111111111Pad Oa Pew Twelve) 95.85. -death followed an illness of two
Cunningham had lacerations Last November university stuaccident.
tucky
should
determine
wheBill Pasco, son of Mr. and
months.
and
a nasal fracture, according dents contributed 404 pints.
Cole
had
contusions
ther
muland
or
not
ROTC
should be
Mrs. John Pasco, was fourth
Financial support for the
Her husband, Silas F. Futto the hospital authorities. Retiple abrasions and was admitt- compulsory at Murray State,
Chris Kodrnati
with an average of 95.42.
rell, died in 1947. They were
ports are that he was injured program for next year is still
John Belote, eon of Mr. and ed to the hospital. He is listed not the minute minority of married
being sought by the local Red
in a motorcycle accident.
December 28, 1891.
Mrs. Jack .Belote, was fifth In satisfactory condition today, freshmen and sophomore boys
Cross chapter.
She was a member of the Pleaaccording
hospital
to
authoritattending
Murray
State.
with an average of 95.15.
Thirdly, it has long been de sant Hill Baptist Church.
Kathy was president of the ies.
Survivors are two daughters,
ONE CITED
The Murray Police Depart- cided that George Washington
Student Council this year. Her
Mrs. Bessie Berkly of Trigg
other activities have included ment said the accident occurred was a great man. Many Amer- County
and Mrs. Ethel Tucker
One person was cited by the
on South 12th Street.
icans regard him as the "father
work on the Black & Gold
A gospel singing will be held Murray Police Department for
Bobby Joe Nanny of Almo, of our country". Let's redefine of MeLeansboro, Ill.; three sons,
newspaper staff, two years redriving a 1963 Chevrolet Impa- our ideas. Here is a quote from Dennie and Elmer Futrell of at the Puryear High School on not having a crag helmet on
porter, news editor and sports
Tuesday.
la, was going south on South Magruder', "American Govern- Murray and Burl. ?droll of Friday. May 9, at eight p.m.
• le7'ne Scott, meialber Of %he editor:- tiLli -Geekl C21tea A- 12th,
ssin aisking a test heed nacre 1968", page 395: ''As ear-rer-olden Pond; fifteen grandchilCalloway County 4-H Teen Club ward; Band 4 years; Pep Band
dren; thirty-three great grand- Quarte".! oo be feetred• are
NEWCOMERS *SST
was the Senior winner in the 3 years; National Honor Soc- turn. Nanny said he did 'not ly as 1790 George Washington
children; five great great grand- the Westerners, the fialileens,
iCalloway County Style Show iety; Junior Play; Tri-HeY 3 remember which lane he was in, proposed a program of compulchildren. •
Don Henry will be the speakand the Gospel Aires.
held Saturday night at the Mur- years; Intretaurals 4 years; Sup- but as he pulled to the left sory military training for all
Funeral services were held
while
turning,
er for the meeting of the Welof
his
the
left
front
nation's
able-bodied
ray State University Student erlative, Most Likely to SucThe funeral for Yanciall Wratoday at 2:30 p.m. at the Goodcome Wagon Newcomers Club
Union Building. Jayne is the ceed; Quill & Scroll; Regional door was hit by the Honda 300 young men. Similar proposals
The singing is sponsored by to
ther
of 1605 Farmer Avenue
man
Funeral
motorcycle
Home
with
driven
for
held
be
a system of universal-rathon Thursday, May 8,
by Cole goRev.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie golf 3 years; Regional and state
ing south on South 12th Street, er than selective-military train- Wade Cunningham officiating. the senior class and the ad- at 7:30 p.m. at the Community will be held Thursday at ten
Scott, Murray and a sophomore tennis 3 years.
Burial was in the Futrell mission is 50 and 75 cents. The Center. He will speak on am, at the First United Meaccording to the police report. ing and service have been heard
at Murray High School. She
Steve is a member of Netthodist Church with Dr. Samuel
Cemetery
with the arrange- public is urged to attend.
Damage
to
the
Nanny
periodicall
car
was
y
"Schools".
ever
since.
Presientered the advanced dress div- lona' Honor Society; SuperlaR. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
ments
by
the
the
on
Goodman
left
front
dent
and
Funextensive
Wilson
suggested such a
ision.
tive, Most Likely to Succeed;
Active pallbearers will b e
eral
Home
of
Cadiz.
plan
at the end of World War
Becky Scull, also a member annual staff faculty editor; (Continued On Pogo Twelve)
nephews, Jackie Butterworth,
I. There have been many proof the Calloway County 4-H
Charles Hoke, James Thomas
posals and much support for
Teen Club, was runner up. She
Roberts, Glen Rogers, James
such
a
program
since
the
end
ibis the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Story, and Steve Story.
of
World
War
H." President
A. H. Scull, Hazel and a sophoThe official board of the
Wilson had enough foresight to
more at the Calloway County
First United Methodist Church
"Red" Seaford has been nam
comprehend the need for a
High School. She entered in the
and the members of the MurLeague of Nations at the end of ed as Service Manager for SanMix and Match division.
ray Lions Club will serve as an
JAMES
By
ders-Purd
om
ARCHAMB
Motor
EAULT
World
Sales
War
acI,
then
is
it
posFetterman said be had the honorary group. Other honorBecky Burchett, a member
cording
to
an
announcem
sible
ent
that
tohe
advocate
a "police
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — idea for the story in the back ary pallbearers will be Robert
from Kirksey, was the winner
day.
state" in the United States'
A "fuzzy" idea and a newspap- of his mind far a long time. Brown, Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
in the Jr. division. She is the
May Fellowship Day, an an- This association evolved from
Seaford
has
been
a mechanic er clip led John D. Fetterman, One day, he clipped • small
In conclusion I would like
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clin- nual observance
John Clendenon, Earl Douglas,
of Church Wo- the concern of • few parents, to make a comment on
Dr. for twenty-five years and has staff writer for The Louisville story from the newspaper about Holmes Ellis, Maurice Humphton Burchett, Route 3, Benton men United
was held at Im- who ten years ago found • tea- Daughaday's article in the
been
with
Sanders-Pu
rdom
for
May
Times di Courier-Journal, to the a soldier, Pvt. James Gibson, reys, William Jeffrey, Buron
and in the 8th grade at Kirksey manuel Lutheran
Church on cher and a classroom, obtained 5 edition of the Ledger. In that -eight years.
story which Monday won him who died in Vietnam. He called Jeffrey, Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
%and entered the play clothes May 2nd.
The Murray-Oalloway the backing of the Civitan Club, article Dr. Daughaday said
The
firm
is
the
dealer
for a Pulitzer Prize for local re- Gibson's hometown, asked whea
of
ilvision.
County Council of C. W. U. is and established
Bob Moyer, Frank Montgomery,
the School of Mr. Williams, "You close in Pontiac, Cadillac and Oldsmo- porting of a general nature.
Other unit winners included: composed
the body was being sent back, 0. C McLemore, Rue Overbey,
of eight member New Hope. Several years ago grand flag waving fashion
bile.
.. "
Jill Falwell, Kirksey, Apron, churches.
Fetterman, 49, a newspaper- collected his camera, and spent Gillard Ross, Dr. Harry Sparks,
Mr. Seaford invites his fri- man for 20
the city school system took over What's wrong with flag waving
Janet Usrey, skirt; Alene Pasyears, received the two days taking photographs of Richard Tuck, John Trotter, and
ends and customers to call on coveted
chall, Hazel, skirt and blouse;
award for his photo- the services, funeral and burial. Leonard Vaughn.
Major Warner Cole, Assistant this project and assigned to it and patriotism?
him
at
Sanders-Pu
Jim
rdom
Motor tent story on an American sol- "I didn't do any tneralizing
Bryant
at Robertson
Melinda Taylor, Lynn Grove,
R.O.T.C., .Murray State a classroom
Burial will be in the South
Sales, located at 1406 West Main dier whose
First Dress; Judy Kelso, Cello- University, briefed the group School. Today there is a class
body was returned about the war," Fetterman said. Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
Street.
way County 4-M Teen Club, on the needs of the mentally for edboable children at Austin
from Vietnam for burial in his "I just wanted to tell • little the arrangemen
ts by the J. H.
home town of Amburgey, in facet of it that kept bothering Churchill Funeral
Tailored.
retarded. He emphasized that School, and a trainable class at
Home where
Robertson,
me." He said he saw a chance friends may
southeastern Kentucky.
Those selected to participate nearly all mentally retarded
call.
February
In
of this year, the
aei the area style show to be children and adults can be
The five-page, full-color arti- to capture human beings reactWrather, age 63, died Tuescle appeared in the Courier- ing in a given situation, and in
held in June at LaCenter are taught and trained to lead uae- Association established a day
Final rites for Jack Jones,
day at the Baptist Memorial
Journal & Times Sunday mag- doing so perhaps captured a
Jayne Scott, Becky Scull, Karen ful lives. He also explained the care center in First Presbyter- son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Hospital, Mem'phis, Tenn. He
Alexander, Ellen Watson, Judy degrees of mental retardation, ian Church for pre-school age B. Bailey, Sr., of Murray, were
azine in July 1968. Fetterman "little bit of truth about the
was a retired soil conservationchildren
and
those
who cannot held this afternoon at the
has been a staff writer for the war in Vietnam."
Kelso and Alene Paschall.
represented by (1) the educable;
ist.
Fetterman prefers writing
magazine for five years and as
Other participants included (2) the trainable; and (3) the qualify for public school be- White-Ranson Funeral Home at
Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
cause of physical handicaps. Union City, _Tenn., with burial
over
photograph
been
totally
y
with
newspaper
the
dependent,
and
for
(usually
Mrs.
only
beJames
be- Barletta Whither; daughter,
tiamson present(Continued On Pane Twelve)
came interested in the photo
cause of compounded physical Nine children from Calloway following in a cemetery there. ed a final report on the recent 12.
Mrs. Thomas Pfrerce; three sis"I'm still a little shook about end a few years ago. He said ters, Mrs. Mai* McCarnish,
difficulties). The question is, County are presently enrolled
Jones, age 53, died suddenly kidney testing program at the
Mrs.
Major Cole said, "Where can in this pre school group, and Monday at nine p.m. at his meeting of the executive board it," Fetterman said, "someone the camera enables him "to do Raymond Story, and Mrs.
James
the educable and the trainable three from Paris, Tennessee. home in Union City, Tenn.
of the Murray Woman's Club stopped to congratulate me in the whole bundle with one view Roberts; three brothers, Marget the necessary education and The session is four hours each
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. held on Monday, May 5, at the hall," he added. He said, and one frame of reference."
vin, William, and Stephen E.
Vahlod Prams lakeraaalisai
His photo-text story also wo Wrather.
"It's one of those things you
training? Our mental instituty.
Imogene Bailey Jones; parents, noon at the club.
him
the
don't
National
quite
ions are overcrowded and unbelieve.
I had to go
Next year the Association Mr. and Mrs. William Jones;
Headliner's
Of the 2400 children and ato the sire to pee it mysell-"I (C.ontleued On Pans
derstaffed. Moreover, it costs hopes to open a workshop for three daughters, Mr,. Richard
Twelve)
dults of Calloway County test
Considerably
cloudy
and ten times as much to inatitut- retarded adults similar to the Council,
Mrs. Mike Palmer, and ed, thirteen were found
to have
warm today though Thursday ionelisie a mentally retarded one at Outland. Major Cole said Mrs. Laura
Jones; son, Stephen kidney ailments. The total cost
with widely scattered thunder- child as it does to give
some
the
of
B.
needs
are
the
more
Jones; three sisters; sic of the testing program
showers beginning from wed necessary education and train- classrooms and workshop
was
space, grandchildren.
$761.00 and was financed in
today. High today in the.70s and ing in the community."
a orech therapist, and a payfull by yie Murray Woman's
80s. Low tonight 50s and 60s. Major Cole spoke as the
Funeral services for Vietor
par- chdfogist. He cited the J. U.
Club.
BAKE SALE
H. Williams of 504 North. Stli
ent of a retarded child, and is Kevil Center in Mayfield as an
Street were held today at twe
During the business session
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 3502, president of the Calloway As- example which only 613E4, years
A bake sale will be held' in conducted by Mrs. Don Kelp. m. at the Brooks awe
(Continued on Pape emelt)
etetieheeY; below dam 3087, sociation for Retarded Children.
downtown Hazel on Saturday. ler, president, the board voted
United Methodist Church with
down 11, no gates open.
May 10,•starting at nine am
Rev. Layne Shanklin officiatearmark
recent
the
Shell
to
Oil
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 3593,
The sale is sponsored by the Award of $300.00
ing
for • worthy
stationary; below dam 309.9,
Hazel Woman's Club.
Nephews served as pallbeareducationa
project
l
debe
to
down 1.4.
ers who were Will Ed Travis,
ternined later by the club. This
Sunrise 5:56; sunset 7:51.
NORTH MURRAY MEET
Jerry Travis, Frankie Adams,
award was granted on the basis
Moon rose 1:30 a.m.
Jerry Adams, James Mark
of the club's help in furtherThe North Murray Homemak- ing the education of young peoMammy, and Ewin Ramsey. Burers Club will meet Friday..May
ial was in the (+well cemetery
FIVE-DAY PORICAST
9, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of plewith the arrangements by the
Mrs. Bailey Riggins on South
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Mrs. Don Hunter, Mrs Bethel
LOUISVULY, Ky. arm
16th Street.
Richardson, and Mrs. Garrison
Mr. Williams, age 67, died
Monday at four p. m.
presented an account of the
The five-day Kentucky weather
Survivors are three daughtoutlook. Thursday through MonKFWC convention held in LouBASKETBALL SUPPER
ers, Mrs. Opal E. Culver, Mrs.
isville April 22-24. Also attendday.
Hilda Mae Dick, and Mrs. Aging from Murray were MesTemperatures will average 2
nes McCallum; three sons, Sgt.
dames Keller, C. C. Lowry,
to 4 degrees below the normal
The men's and women's bas- James Byrn, J. I. Flosick,
1Pktured, left to right, are improvisers of the May FellowRoy Williams, Rudy Williams,
73-79 highs, and 50-59 lows
ketball teams of the Kirksey George Hart, Thomas Brown,
ship Day program committee — Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson,
and James Melvin Williams:
Rainfall is expected to total
Jr.,
PTA will have a potluck supper John Stamps. J. B. Wilson, and
two sisters, Mrs. Alma Lee Adone half to one inch around the chairman, Mrs. Carroll W. Guy, Mrs. Corbit Farless, proseat the school on Saturday, May James Hamilton.
dent, Church Women United, Mrs. Lennie Hale, Mrs.
ams and Mrs. Maude Hale; two
Photo from The Courier-Journal
7 ,rekend
Ade
10. at 6:30 p m.
licarvnger, and Mrs. Bailey Gets.
brothers. Bernie and Orbe WilMrs. Hart reported that tho
JOHN FETTER MAN: A PULITZER -PRIZE WINNER'
liams; sixteen grandchildren.
ItiF

Errunanizel Churth—
To Hold Revival

Valedictorian, Salutatprian,
Are Named At Murray High

Letter To Editor

Terry Cole
Is Injured

Mrs. Futrtll
Dies Tuesday

Jayne Scott
Wins 441
Style Show

Gospel Singing Is
Planned At Puryear

"Red" Seaford Is
Service Manager

(lurch Women United Hold
May Fellowship Day Friday

M
Bread is
en corn-.
safe at

ng ace's

;ands of
hwarted
of him?

ok great

)ry cele-

f of new

!ORE TENDER,
IE TEMPTING,.
NICE

EAD

Guy Cunningham Is
Injured On Tuesday

Final Rites Held
For Jack Jones

Funeral For
Wrather Is
-Thursday

John Fetterman,Former Staff
Member, Wins Pulitzer Prize

Woman's Club
Board Meets

WEATHER REPORT

Victor H. Williams
Funeral Held Today
At Brooks Chapel
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Which Way Now, West Germany?
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MURRAY

the creature refuses to sat.

their influence over
Ted Rotherrock, the
lead'
West Germany.
singer in the production, sad
The stage would be set first
the play doesn't start until May
by economic difficulty and presumably periods of civil strife. 9 but if the make "doesn't eat
A continuing of the division of soon we don't dare use him in
Germany into two parts, an ab- the play and risk getting somesence of a peace treaty after one eaten. The mit is small
more than 20 years and periodic enough
it is."
extend

harassments of West Berlin
would contribute to a general
'WOW LIMP'
public attitude of resignation.
LONDON DPI — "Mrs. norIf, in this period, the Socialists gain control of the West ence Hughes, 92, left for New

German government, an accord Zealand Thursday night to bewith the Communists would be gin "a new life."
a real possibility. It would be
a "political expedient," says one
German diplomat, that would,
to politically-weary West Germans, bring an end to the decades of uncertainty.
• • •

Health-Ways

A "FLAT-FOOT" IS NOT
•THERE would be, in all like- ALWAYS A POLICE
MAN! .,
lihood, no popular plebecite apNo
one
really
knows
who AA
proving such an accomodation
4
with the RecLs. Yet there also started it, but somewhere alo
would not be much in the way the line the pokiceman ac
5
cf popular or governmental re- the slang name of "flatsistance. There would, predicts Probably it came about
one German, be "even less" re- it was
assumed that anyone
action than that posed by the who
7 2B="*"'
had to be on his feet for
Czech people to the Russian
and Soviet-bloc invasion of long periods of time would end
::111
up with broken arches and flat
their country last August.
feet.
And since the officer of
The picture Americans most
10
often see of West, Germany is yesteryear walked a beat, he
Its impressively modern cities was nominated as "Mr. Flat11
and the prosperity of her peo- fla
Foot."
t
-i-2
ple. These' certainly accurately
Bnot all policemen have
reflect economic conditions here.
feet. A few other faeople
Just the same, economic affluence is only part of the story in other occupations are also
of West Germany—Her political subject_ts) it. Age is no barrier!
well-being must also be care- In fact, it has been found that
fully considered. And in this some people who are fairly
case, the popularly-held as- young and spend very little
sumption that all is well now time on their
feet suffer the
and for the future, is anything
curse of flat feet.
but a safe one to make.
If your arches are beginning
to sag you may have flat feet.
(Conclusion)
.
If
you
can be laid at the feet of these two men, and
If so, you are experiencing disothers like reach out, God will help you.
comfort— that interferes with-tq.c..9130.9.1114 sought news ways of doing things
•••••••••D•irodox
••••••••[•art•rsieerztacr•-•.......,-your total body function. (As
which would mean less work, more productiv
volved for a President and other)
ity, greater
government figures sitting at m*3 from the stage about the Icing arches along the intherefore, was a series of chatconservation of natural resources.
head table is to respond with Catholicism and the birth con- ner side of the foot begin to
ty jottings without any great
drop, the entire leg is allowed
polite
chuckles as comedians,
general message. It did not try
We express our sympathy to these two
trol pill. Nixon' managed to
families on
professional and amateur, fire
to turn in. and the knee caps
to solve all of Africa's proSy MERRIMAN SMITH
their loss.
maintain his stoicism.
satirical one- liners in their dirbegin facing each other. As
blems, or the world's. If did not
UPI Whit. House Reporter
Such are the joys and hazards
ection.
a result, the pelvis is allowed
interview
_ithportinclude
with
s
Their loss is also a loss to Calloway County.
banquetin
presidenti
of
these
g
al
WASHING
(UPI)
TON
—
Knowto nod forward, the curves
est politicians, or even unimledgeable, friendly, a cheerful hello,
Backstairs at the White House:
days.
leaders in their
Comedically, it is fair gamel
portant ones. It did not pretend
of the spine are increased in
This is the time of year when
respective fields, we'll miss Rudy Hendon
to- be a monumental document.
to be satirical or theoretically
depth to maintain the distribuand Yiundall
by tradition, President NiXOT
Wrather.
funny about a government fiYet for those of us who feel
tion of body weight around the
and leaders of his administra
that perhaps the world suffers
gure present. When shots are
gravity line.)
'son, plus opposition bigwigs,
- .11y l.CK DU BROS
fr:m too many epic solution',
boomed at absent notables,
Your doctor of chiropractic
must be dreadfully good sports.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ev
the experience of one man seekhowever, the impact softens and
recommends that you try the
This curious sportsmanship
time I see a Jack Pear tale
ing understanding and pleasure
can turn into questionable taste.
involves going to so-called press
following exercise. Place the
at air
ion show I think of those won- is a welcome one.
By UNITED raw urrEnsatnophiL
banquets, each of which taste
feet flat oil the floor 12 to 18
derfully chatty British magazfrom three to five hours, plus
ines like "Nova" and "Queen"
inches apart. Anchor the heels.
Both Present
time devoted to before-and-after
which
gay.
are
Bring your toes slowly toward
unpretent
ioue
The other night. both Nixon
MOSCOW - Soviet newspaper Pravda, asserting that a
"receptions" which is a polite and Agnew were present
Russian and adult in the most offhand
those of the other foot, curl
and
preceded Marconi:
word for drinking parties.
way.
spoke at the annual banquet of
he toes strongly as they turn
by United Prom International
"On this day, May 7, 1895, the Russian inventor Alexander S.
There must be at least a half the White House News PhotoThere is something about cas- Today
in. Hold this contracted posiis Wednesday, May 7, dozen
Popov demonstrated for the first time in the world a
Aurora,
these
of
affairs,
hosted
wireless ual sophistication and dashing the 127th
Kentucky
tion briefly, then return to the
day of 1969 with 238 by one journalistic organization graphers Association at the
receiving apparatus. This marked the birth of radio."
self-mockery that is particular
Sheraton Park Hotel. The show
;forting position, relaxing gradto follow.
•
after another, to which lb e featured two stars, Ray
ly British. And yet Mr. Pearl
Bolger
ually._ Rest, then repeat. Repeat
The moon is between its full President,
PARIS - Viet negotiator Tran Buu Kiem, asked about
his Cabinet, the Su- who, in addition to marvelous
private menages these qualities, and re- phase and
Now Open 7:00 a.m.
this exercise several., times a
last
quarter.
talks on ending the war:
preme Court, the Joint Chiefs dancing and singing, is
lated ones, in a distinctly Ameran arThe morning stars are Venus
day, in a sitting Of Standing
to 10:00 p.m.
We do not reject—this or any other from in the
of Step- Sfid congressional lead- dent Nixon friend and supportalks." ican way.
Mars and Saturn.
position
Office workers can
ers„afre invited and expected ter; plus Edie Adams,
I was not kidding when I
singer,
do it while at their desks.
QANTARA ON THE SUEZ CANAL - kssian emigre fighting suggested in previous columns The evening stars are Mer- to attend.
:omedienn
e and strong asset of
for Israel, after Egyptians sbot five tractot4s out from under turn: that Mr. Pear is • blossoming cury and Jupiter.
n °relent Debatable
Take care of your feet with
Come in arid eat our dethe cigar industry.
On this day in history:
"Believe me, thisris not doing my health any good."
Nixon is starting out bravely
Samuel Pepys of television —
proper exercise. Don't subject
licious
Browned
Ribs
and
a sharp, pointed recorder of In 1915. a German U-boat in this opening era of his adthem to shoes that do not give
Miss Adams is one of the bet- Fresh Hy. Lake Catfish
sank the British liner Lusitania ministrati
LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Hutto@ worn by,student protestors
on, but presidential ter satirists around, in her imminer
social
facts
that
adequate support and room.
add
up
during
Dinners and Home Made
off Ireland.
Purdue University's centennial:
to astute observations. His
enjoyment derived from dining pression of. famous women and
It's no fun to he flat-footed,
Pies!
In 1954, French forces sur"One hundred years of crap."
out en masse is debatable and her comments about leading
budding journalistic talents as
:
wiohnatever your age or occuparendered at the fortress of largely
•
a down-to-earth, witty
a mattes of politeness
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Rightists to Gain Conservative Aid?

liD1TOR'S NOTI—This is the
last of two articles.
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roan). In recent months, an
Second Class Manor
THURSDAY MORNING PROGSAMS
improvised alliance between the
Social Democratic Party tSPDt
Ra77123 By Cliffilf in Murray. per week Me.
Coostro Jews&
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ent but liberal, Free DeniofoosirO
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Junction,
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Germany its first Sociallat pres• :11 today: Pool Hervey c•114•M Kawooroo
ele
, latepiky .15. Newspaper
Teseev
kient in almost SO years. Excontain Kangaroo
AO it TOM Toe
a
AtIgo Doggiao jitsow
perts now are watching for
Renew Sawn
Ceementrolon
Mb* DIMON Mee
Lon, Show
either that or another political
Porwmolity
Moritostro
Afar
llorbara Moor* Stow
coalition to back Socialist Fortlohrwood Sowlbres Osck Von thee Shoo Hera
J
Unet of Litiv Nees
eign Minister Willy Brandt in a
ilevniched
ill verCea
Seen* for
ernerrenv Fu11/4, YOU Snovid
bid to become West Germany's
COUNTY SUFYIIRS LOSS
THURSDAY AFTERNOON reocamas
chancellor in September general
•
ii
Ne
145511
elections.
As the Zetrilluns
lopIrlim
Molte • OW
and Calloway County has last two outstandShould there be such a sucvrd
1 Oro al Our Lams tezwispu
1
New:vowel Game
Paling Gome
cessful surge in left-wing inhig farm leaders in recent days, Rudy Hendon
and
fluence, another direct reaction
Vanden Wrather.
Is .een possible: the eittreme
=Gra: News yinIclotto: row
Dort
Mr
right might also gain influence.
re%u /Cenonsueoces Movie:
•
These two men represent a wedding of old fanning
Beverly 14111b41514
Although it's not yet repreLevi Lute
lielme and the newer way of doing things. They
sented in the country's national
Now'
spread
-24:
2
1411w.annitilim
Crwrwimptil News
arOlte0
government, the extremist Nalb!
'age of how to make a good living from farming.
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Mona! Democratic Party (NDP),
These two men, although working from different
Nom Withr
al*Os News: Wthr
headed by Adolph von Thadden,
-11/•Wfil
111
Donlal Sonar
An/viol psrW
"S.C.F Mow Na.
Adolf von Thaddsin
.angles of agriculture, had the same idea, use
Is expected to pull individual
top grade
Toe Girl
support from the nation's con- edge that the U.S.
Ilrgidorr
loodcito4
Med, amserve the natural resources cf nature and
and its allies
aservative parties.
MOVi•
Katy Kaiak to Portswould spring to their defense
Oreljnol 1.1tri
-tribute M • Nordic Years
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NMI new farming practices as they are revealed.
In the event of any hostile
Marion Saner
Sal MOWn
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AN electrical engineer in moves by the Communis
Leas
ionnon tttrri
i
SIM,*
ts. PerMr. Rudy Hendon was one of the first men we
Nurember
g complains already' iodic U.S. military maneuver
SOW12 News:
Seats
met
s
Minium Outcome
that
a number of men in his are theatrically designed
'wizen we caitie to Murray. We found him a retiring,
UMW Sham
,
to
'Wadi Nam
Jon, Snow sass
modTOMON• Show
department are "brown." They demonstrate
Comae
Jaw IlIshoo Show
the
Pentagon's
:Ost person, wtih great knowledge of farming and
say they have nothing to do ability to respond
human
Jeer -Sagas Show
to any invaN..,
Itature as well.
with the NDP, but they also sions by the Russians
or the
grumble that "Germany needs East Germans.
a strong leader, that the Jews
Yandall Wrather, a different type of man
• • •
completely
control things all over the
_•L'HE FLAW in this stirring
In many respects, but in other ways sdmllar to
Mr. Rudy.
world, and that the Commun- picture is that Germans
question
had a great knowledge of his work and passed
ists are undermining the coun- its validity. Asks
it on in a
a well-placed
try." The engineer calls his co- German diplomat,
Manner which was acceptable to the farmer,
"really, would
and other
workers "Nazis."
the West indeed come to our
land owners.
Another assumption by moat defense if it meant
nuclear
Americans is that West Ger- war" His
We are troubled on every side, yet not distresse
tone indicates strong
Farming in Calloway County has progress
d; many and its
ed greatly we are perplexed, but not in despair.
divided city Ber- doubts. He cites a more likely
—11Corinthians
In the pest twenty‘five years and much of
lin wax strong in the knowl- way that
the Communists could
this progress
The strength of the Christian is soul strength
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NOT , HUNGRY
LAFAYETTE, Ind. WI —
Students at Lafayette's Osai
Catholic High School are ION
ried about a snake which MINI
eaten in seven weeks.
The 7-foot boa axsetricte!,
borrowed from a student, ig
suppoesd to appear in the slieors annual spring muskeg but
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

Backstairs At The
White House

"Jack Paar
In Africa"
Rates High

NEW HOURS

Quotes From The News

HOLIDAY
RESTAURANT

ALMANAC

social diarist become increasingly clear.
The latest sample came Thursday night on NBC-TV in an hour
broadcast entitled "Jack Pear
in Africa."
LADGIO1•TIMES FILE
Actually, the program was
about the Pear family — Jack,
his wife Miriam and their
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Mollie Vinson, age
79, and Mrs. daughter Randy — end
their
Luther Motheral , age 67.

very personal view of some experiences in Africa during a
six-week visit. Pear has been
there before, and so the diarytype film entries lacked the af-

Dienbienphu,
causing
their
withdrawal.
Last year Gov. Lurleen Wallace of Alabama died of cancer. She was 41.
Also last year, Robert Kennedy won the presidential primaries in Indiana and in the
District of Columbia.
A thought for the day —
Thomas Carlyle said, "No man
who has once heartily and wholly laughed can be irreclaimably bad."

fectation of an instant expert.
He also produced, wrote, edited
and narrated the hour, and photographed it with his daughter.

NOTHING VINTURED
SAELM Ore. En — Charlie

Ten Years Ago Today

Miss Van& Gibson's third grade class room
will be one of the
featured groups in the annual Murray Training School
Orchestra's
Spring Concert scheduled for May 12,
Tip Curd is the valedictorian and Janice Stubblefie
ld is the salutatorian of the senior class of New Concord High School,
The May Grand Jury retutned their report this morning
to Circuit Judge Earl Osborne ,and also returned six
indictments.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIBER& mi

Wilt Grey Hurt is valedictorian and Joeva McDougal is the
salutatorian of the senior class of Hazel High School. Honor students
of the senior class at Kirksey High School are All= Tucker,
valedictorian, and Lillian Suiter, salutatorian.
The temperature at noon yesterday was 91 degrees.
Alton Hughes was elected commander of the American Legion
Post No. 73 at the meeting held at•the Legion Hall. Otto Swann
is the first vice, Roy Starks, second vice, and George Williams,
third vice.
A D. D. T. spraying campaign will again be conducted in Calloway County this year, according to word from Dr. J. A, Outland
of the county health department.

public figures. One ef her chief
and stoicism.
targets the other night was
One thing is truly new about Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy Onasthis administration. Nixon and sis who, as far as comedians
his vice president, Spiro T. Ag- and satirists are concerned, lost
new, show up at the same af- some of her hero-madonna imfairs together; even speak on age when she married the Greek
the same program which has cillionaire.
the effect of putting the vice
president in the position of a
Political considerations aside,
tightrope walker. He does not Nixon cannot be in the position
overdo;
he can be funny of laughing at raffish remarks
dare
but not too funny, but if he about the widow of the assasknocks the ball out of the ora- sinated
president. Therefore,
torical park, the number one he sat motionless and laughless
man cannot help but be in an while Miss Adams poured it on
awkward position.
Jackie and her present hnsband
Part ofthe sportsmanship inThere were some. other re-

The joy of a Pear documenta- Brown wouldn't have
been able
ry is the looseness of the ap- to stand it.
proach — the feeling that here The
Garfield
Elementary
we all are on this wild, unpre- School opftball
team was sche-

Thursday

night

hour, won, 10-7.

ti1300P
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thru Saturday

dictable place called earth, hea- duled to
play the Highland
ven help us, and only the an- Tigers Wednesda
y, but only the
gels know maybe what is going cheerleaders showed up.
to happen to us next.
So they took on Highland and

The
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NOT , MU1401tY
FAYETTE Ind. eh —
lets at Lafayette's Central
ilk High School are waribout a wake which hasn't
in seven weeks.
i 7-toot boa constrictor,
wed from a student, la
sad to appear in the show/nal ipriag musical but
reature rogues* to eat.
I Rather:rack, the lead.
r in the production, Mkt
lay doesn't start until May
If the oaks "doesn't est
we don't dare um hiss in
Lay and risk getting someeaten. The on
is small
;11 as it is."
'NEW LIFO
4DON WV — "Mrs. FloeHughes, 92, left for NOW
od Thursday night to bea new life."

lealth-WaVs
FLAT-FOOT" IS NOT/
VAYS A POLICEMAN! -.
one really knows who"
d it, but somewhere alo E
ne the policeman ac.0 ed
tang name of "flatibly it came about
se
is assumed that anyone
had to be on his feet for
periods of time would end
ith broken arches and flat
And since the officer of
•year walked a beat, he
nomirated as "Mr. Flat-

not all policemen have
eet. A few other people
her occupations are also
:LW it. Age is no barrier!
rst, it has been found that
people who are fairly
and spend very little
on their feet suffer the
of flat feet.
your arches are beginning
g you may have flat feet.
you are experiencing disId-. that interferes umtb
total body function. (Ai
cing arches along the inide of the foot begin to
the entire leg is allowed
rn in, and the knee caps
facing each other. As
Lilt, the pelvis is allowed
od forward, the curves
le spine are increased in
to maintain the distribu)f body weight around the
ty line.)
ur doctor of chiropractic
imends that you try the
wing exercise. Place the
lat oi the floor 12 to 18
apart. Anchor the heels.
your toes slowly toward
of the other foot, curl
ies strongly as they turn
fold this contracted posi•
wittily, then return to the
ig position, relaxing grad.
Rest, then repeat. Repeat
xereise several times a
n a sitting or standing
in. Office workers can fi
while at their desks.
e care of your feet with
r exercise. Don't subject
to shoes that do not give
ste support and room.
3 fun to be flat-footed,
ver your age or occupaIC 5(VIC
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San McDowell Pitches
Second Shutout In Row

By PRIED DOWN
East and West of the Na- Hundley also hoznered for the
By JOE CARNICELLI
boosted the Royals over the Ti- McLain.
tional League Mee had their Cube, who beet Don Sutton for
UPI Sports Writer
gers. Taylor greeted reliever
the
Luis A.paricio singled home
11th straight timed Ken
at ecmhontidkal—and it ftSam McDowell has Stopped Dick Redatz with his blast after
Sandy Monter with the game's
Weed in a sellellsinif 5-1 "vic- !Lohman pitched a six-hitter
being "sudden Sam" and the Kansas City had loaded
the oilly run in the third inning
and struck out seven hatters in
tory' fer the Nag.
results are proving negative— bases and scored two runs
on and Joe Horlen made it stand
whining
his
fourth
game
stemet euggoeed to be that
against
for Cleveland's opponents.
Jerry Adair's forceout and up with a five-hitter as
taw in the NL where the divi one loss for the Cubs. The dethe
Alvin Dalt, whose Indians Chuck Harrison's fourth hit
of White Sox edged the Oriole*.
skins are believed to be more feat squared Sutton's record at
are mined deep in the Amer the game to knock out
Denny
With
two out, Molnar walkbalanced competitively than in 3-3.
ican League's Eastern Division
ed, stole second and scored on
Climaxes Rally
the American League. But thst's
cellar, noticed that the hardAparicio's hit. Herten got out
the way it was Tuesday night Pinclhhitter Floyd Wicker's
throwing left-hander was workof a bases loaded jam in the
when the Eastern teams beat two-run single with two out in
ing too quickly. Dart and pitsecond inning by striking out
ele Western WI= in five of the seventh climaxed a threeching coach Jack Sanford have
pitcher Jim Palmer.
ik VIM is their first meet. run rally which started with
slowed down McDowell's pace
Bobby Munches bases loaded
Mack Jones' homer and gave
loge.
and the results vela for themangle in the fifth inning drove
The St. li31411 CazdineM, who the Expos their victory at Atselves.
in both New York runs and
got off to a wretched start lanta. Two errors by Clete BoyMcDowell' pitched his second
er
Fritz Peterson beet California
and
Orlando
Cepeda
agadnst their Eastern rival& led
precedconsecu
tive
three
-hit
shutout
THE SEARCH for relaxation has
for the sixth straight time as
ths parade of victories as Bob ed Wicker's game-winning blow
race to hes Tampa, Fla., horns and retireTuesday night, limiting Minnetaken Al Lopez from Chicago and
the Yankees squeezed by the
Allbeon's five-hatter gave the NL Don Cantwell pitched a sixthe
sota
Lopez
ment
to three singles as the
resigned as the Whit* Sox'
difficult struggle to keep the Whits
Angels.
ellampions a 3-0 triumph over hitter and hit the 15th homer
Sox
Indiana beat the Twjns, 1-0, and
manager last week because of ill health.
in tho American League's West
Loser Rudy May's error on
the San Francisco Giants. Gib- of his major league ,career for
Division
snapped their eight-game win—UPt
The Murray State University Peterson's attempted sacrifice
son alao ruined Willie Mays' the Mats, who collected 11 hits,
ning streak.
helped load the bases for Mut38th lerthciay celebration by including three by Bud HarrelElsewhere in the American baseball team will wrap up its
cer. The victory helped the
striking him out in his only son. Cardwell, for whom the
League, Chicago nipped Balti- season this week with home gamtwo appearances at the plate. Meta had scored only two runs
more, 1-0, Kamm City over- es against Southeast Missouri Yankees stay a seven-game losing streak,
in 28 previous innings this
Cubs Down Dodgers
powered Detroit, 7-8, Oakland and Austin Peay.
In the other games, the Chi- season, fanned eight in winThe tennis team will also clo- ruiessee, and Austin
downed Washington, 4-1, New
Peay. Georcago Cubs downed the L o a ning his first game. Wayne
York squeezed past California, se out its regular season with ge Casino was the top finisher
Angeles Dodgers, 7-1, the Mon- Garrett, Cleon Jones and Ken
2-1, and Boston bombed Seattle, home matches against Middle for the Raeers with
a three-overtreal Ezra edged the AUarita Boinvell also homered for the
Tennessee and Austin Peay. The par 145 for the
12-2.
36 holes. The
Braves, 4-9, the New York Meta Mets.
McDowell got all the support golf team will play in Mid-South score gave him a
tie for second
clubbed the Cincizmati Reds, Rookie Don Money led off
he needed in the seventh inn- Collegiate Invitational at Clarks- place
with four others among in8-1, the Philadelpia Phillies nip- the ninth inning with his fouring
when
ville,
Tony
Horton
Tenn.
smashe
Friday
d
and
Saturday, dividuals in the tournament. Terped the Houston Astros, 5-4 and th homer of the season as the
his fourth homer of the year and the track team will run dual
ry Carlson had a 147, the secondthe Padres topped the Pittsbur- Phillies ran their winning
just inside the left field foul meets against Western Kentucky
streak to five games and edged
best Racer score.
gh Pirates, 4-2.
pole
to
give the Indians only and Southern Illinois.
The tennis team split a pair
The Cardinals scored two un- one game over the .500-mark.
their fourth vitcory in 22 games. The baseball team beat
Middle of matches over the
named runs in the fint inning Don Wilson, who pitched a noweekend,
Reggie Jackson had a two-run Tennessee a doubleh
eader last beating Morehead
with the aid of an error by hitter in his previous start, went
5-4 but losing
homer, scored another run and Saturday by
env three minhge rer. the
5-1
and
8-4
scores.
Hal Lanier and edded a run
to Eastern Kentucky 4-5. The
Asthrew out a runner at thc plate The second
game was won on a Racer
In the sixth on a walk to Curt tros but it- was reliever Dooley
netters will play Middle
with a brilliant throw to pace grandslam
homeru
Womack
n
in the last Tennessee on
who suffered the deFlood and angles by Mike Shanthe Athletics over the Senat- Inning
the Murray courts
feat.
by outfielder Rick Nich- Friday
non and Tim McCarver. Ray
ors and halt Washington's fiveand Austin Peay Saturday.
ols. The two wins brought the
Sadecki suffered his thirst loss Clarence Gaston's two-run
game winning streak.
The track team will run at
triple climaxed a four-run San
Racer record to 17-7 overall
4 against two victories.
Jackson
Western tomorrow and at Southscored
Oakland's and to 5-4 in
National L•1194/*
Diego
outburs
seives
the
contenti
t
out
OVC.
of
Al Spangler had three MU,
in the first
A single ern Illinois
on.
By DAVID MOFFIT
first run in the opening InnSaturday. In a dual
East
game is scheduled witiSouthRichards, these days vice pr
including a homer, and Randy inning that carried Dick Kelley
UPI Sports Writer
at Arkansas State last Saturday,
W. L. Pct, GB ing on Jim Hannan's wild pitch east today
to Ms second win. Kelley
esident in charge of baseball
and
a
doubM1
mder
allowand
hit his 10th homer of the
the Racers were beaten 76-69.
19 9 679 —
Chicago
ed eight hits and both Pittswith Austin Pony Thursday.
ATLANTA UPI - Paul Rick operations for the Atlanta Bray Pittsburgh
Pole . vaulter .Doug Morris tied
ii .577 - 3 season Iwo ionings
FIFTH
burgh earn • benne Frank Be-'
The
grolifi
golf
team
-ES
glineri
.2
finished fourth the Murray
rmanager,
aiqe, seldom reticent to call a
NEW YORK (0,0 — Emile berger took over
12 11 .522 44 Pinch-hitter 1ZrTayror shim- In the
record in his event
at the start spade a spade,
Murray State Invitational with
insists the Hous- has a deep personal feeling for New York 12 14 .462 6 med a three-run, homer with
Griffith, fighting his way back of the ninth.
a vault of 15-6, Tommy TurTourna
ment
last
the
Astros
because
week,
two
he's
out
man
back
the
in
the
ton
of
ninth
Astros have traded them.
inning to
to soother title shot, was the
ner ran the 440 in 47.6 and John
11 15 .423 7
St. Louis
Northeast Louisiana, Middle Tewho built that ball club from Montreal
recipient of his fifth championBoyer threw the javelin 211-3,
10 15 400 7S4 climax a five-run tally which
start.
its
ship belt Monday for his win
West
"The Astros were the best
over Nino Benveniel in 1967.
W. L. Pct. GB
OUTST
ANDIN
G
PLAYER
11
young club tn the National League Atlanta
17 9 .854 —
Griffith is seeking his sixth
two years ago," Richards in- San Fran. 15 11 .577 2
championship belt, a number
sists. "They had a lot of fine Los Ang.
achieved only by Sugar Ray
15 11 .577 2
CINCINNATI tat — Willie
young talent and everyone ex- San Diego
Robinson.
13 113 :488 5141
McOovey of the San Francisco
pected them to be a solid con- Cincinnati •11 15. 423 6
Giants was mimed the outstandtender by now.
Houston
8 21 .276 10%
PRAM! SIGNS
ing National League baseball
"But, they got impatient; they
Tuesday's Results
n MONTREAL Eh — Willie player during the month of
traded the club away."
Chicago 7 LOS Angels 1
Peake, a 270-pound oifenaive April by a panel of 60. writers
New York 8 CM 1, night
lineman from Alcorn A&M who and bioackeeters.
Phila 5 Houston 4, night
Well the llth draft selection of
Left in 1966
BRISTO
L,
Tenn. - The TenneatoCovey, who tallied 37 votes
San Diego 4 Pitts 2, night
the Sal Francisco Forty-Niners
0 of the National lhootball Leag- as competed to the seven given ssee 500 on May 18 at the Bristol
Richards , who left the Astros St. Louis 3 San Fran 0, night
ue, signed Mendel, with the nuinerup Cleon Jones of the International Speedway will have In 1966 because of a dispute with Montreal 4 /*tante 3, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
Montreal Alouettes of the Ca- New York Meta, hit .315 with lots of shine,
the team owner, Judge Roy HofProviding the gloss will be heinz
eight homers and 22
All Times EDT
nadian League.
doesn't want to get into a
RBIs.
several dozen brand-new 1969
feud with current Houtton gene-- Los Angeles, Osteen 4-1 at
model stock cars and a dozen ral
manager ''Spec"Richardson.l Chicago, Jenkins 4-1, 2:30 p. m.
or so 1968 models.
Cincinnati, Merritt 1-2 at New
But,
boy, does he dicagree
votolows•••
•
age..
"We'll have about 20 some with
some of those trades "Spec" York, Gentry 2-1, 8:05.
1969 model cars and about as
Houston, Dierker 3-3 at Philhas made.
many 1968 models trying to win
"I don't see how anyone coul adelphia, J. Johnson 2-2, 7:35
a spot in the 32-car race," says have
m.
traded off Rusty Staub, P.
SanDiego, Kirby 1-3 at PittsJohn Marcum, president of the
don't care how many bodies yo
burgh, Veale 2-3, 8:05 p. m.
- Automobile Racing Club of Amerare offered for him," Richards
San Francisco, Perry 4-3 al
ica (ARCA).
said. "Rusty is one of thos 911,14ce
i1E__01i1es 1-2. 9 1/The Tennessee 500 wW mark players
you don't trade unless
Atlanta, Wegener 1-1 at At
the second big race of the year
you can get a star of equal stat- lanta, Niekro 4-1, 8:05 p. m.
for the ARCA drivers, they ran ure to
replace him."
a 300-miler earlier this season
He also thinks "Spec" was
American League
at Daytona, and will feature the
wrong to trade off pitchers Dave
East
circuit's' top drivers-such as
Giusti and Mike Cuellar, third
W. L. Pct. GB
Benny Parsons, Iggy Katotut, Les
baseman Bob Aspromonte and Baltimore
20 9 .690 —
Snow, Andy Hampton, Bobby Wat- shortstop
Sonny Jackson -althou- Boston
15 10 .600 3
son, etc.
gh he's glad he did so far as the Wash.
16 12 .571
3e
"My boys showed very well
latter two are concerned since New York 12 15 .444 7
this year in the Daytona 500,"
Richards got them for the Brav- Detroit
11 14 .440 7
said Marcum. "You'll have to
Cleveland
4 18 .182 124
es.
remember that Parsons finished
West
"Giusti and Cuellar were the
seventh, ahead of Richard Petty. heart
W. L. Pct. GB
of the Houston mound sta"And my man Andy Hampton ff,"
16 8 .667 —
Richards said. "These two Minn.
started in 50th place and wound
15 10 .600
1%
guys are proven performers who- Oakland
up finishing ninth. They can drive
Kan City
14 11 .560 2'4
've got to help you."
with the best of 'em...as they
Chicago
9 11 .450 5
have often proved,"
Calif.
8 14 .450 5
Wouldn'
t
Trade
Back
•
Marcum said drivers on his
Seattle
8 16 .333 8
circuit get only limited factory
. Tuesday's Results
Richards concedes the Astros
support(an ARCA rule), but addCleve 1 Minn 0, night
didn't do badly' when they gave
Chicago 1 Balt 0, night
vd: "They get their cars going
up Jackson for pitcher Denny
Kan City 7 Detroit 6, night
as fast as anybody on the halfLemaster and shortstop Dennis Oakland
4 Wash I, night
mile tracks such as Bristol. You
Menke. "But, I wouldn't trade New York 2
Calif 1, night
Just watch those qualifying speeSonny back for those two."
Boston12 Seattle 2, night
ds and you'll see what I mean,
Richards got Aspromonte, who
Today's Probable Pitchers
"The ARCA drivers realize
had an off season in '68, for
All Times EDT
that Bristol is a prestigious traweak - hitting utility iman Marty
You'd never know it to look or it, but
Chicago, Peters 14 at Balck and they all welcome the chanMartinez.
timore. Cuellar 3-2, 8 p.
that's a Volkswagen without a clutch pedal.
0
ce to run there. They really shine
"The Astros gave up Bob beMinnesota, Perry 3-1 at Cleup their buggies and try to put
What it does. hove is something called
cause they planned to use Doug veland, Ellsworth 0-1, 7:45 p.
On
good
a
race.
And
for sheer Radar at third,"
on automatic. stick shift. "Automatic" beRichards said. m.
excitement, they Just can't be
cause you can drive it up to 55 mph withoW
"Frankly, I think Radar still
Kansas City, Brooker 0-0 at
beat."
has to prove himself. I'd have Detroit. Wilson 1-3 or Lobel)
shifting at all. "Stick shift" because you shift
Speedway President Larry.Ca- hung
on to Aspromonte for in- 2-1, 9 p. m.
it when you go over 55. Once.
rrier, anxious to permit as many
Boston, Siebert 1-3 at Seattle.,
surance."
fans
as possible to see the colorAnd that's just to help you save gas. (In
It is interesting that the As- Barber 1-1, 11 p. m.
ful type of racing turned in by
keeping with a grand old Volkswagen
tros did better, not much but a' New York, Bahnaen 0-5 at
the ARCA aces, has come up with
little better, during the three' California, Messeranith 2-2, 11
tradition.)
special ticket prices for the Teseasons after Richards left than p. m.
As a matter of fOct, this Volkswagen still
nnessee 500.
Washington, Moore 2-1 at
during the four he was there.
"We
gives you 25 miles to the gallon. It still takes
have cut the ticket prices
Oakland, Nash 3-1, 10:230 p. m.
Howeve
r,
it
must
be
noted
to $5 and $6, with children getting
only on occasional can of oil. And it still
that Houston was basicalb a
in for half price," said Carrier,
won't go near water or antifreeze.
Richards - built club until the
SAVARD MVP
"And we are giving a tree $2
recent remodeling job and that
If it were anything but a Volkswagen,
time trial ticket to each person
you'd probably pay dearly for all this luxury.
who buys tickets in advance. We the current A,stros havelhe worst
record in the National League,
NEW YORK UPI - Serge Sayare doing this because we feel
Instead, a Volkswagen with an automatic
"It really hurt to see that club ard,
a 23-year-old defenseman
that
the
more people who come where
stick shift costs a mere $1,33.111
they were here," Richards with the Montreal
out and see these boys race, the
Canadiens, was
said. "Knowing what that club voted the
All of which reinforces what we've beton
Most Valuable player
faster their fame will spread
could
have
been,
and
what
it of the 1969 Stanley Cup playoffs
saying for 20 years.
by word - of- mouth. Everybody
as become; it's a darn shame." by the 12
National Hockey League
who saw them race here last
Looks aren't everything.
510 W MAIN
governors.
year went away saying this was
Savard is the first defenseman
e wildest bunch of drivers they
MURRAY, KY
to win the Conn Smythe Trophy
had ever seen-but they said they. NEW YORK UPI
- Walt Simon,
the accompanying $1,500.
really enjoyed watching those the 10th
leading scorer in the
ARCA boys race."
American Basketball Associati- esday.
AW1.0•11111
Tickets are now on sale at the on, signed
KAABA
New York Nets conSimon tallied 1,436 points for
Speedway Ticket Office.
tract for the 1969-70 season Tu- the Nets last season,

MSU Baseball
Season Will
End Thursday

Southern Miles

Paul Richards Thinks Astros
Have Done Too Much Trading

',LT

Tennessee 500
Will Have
Lots of Shine

EXTRA SPECIAL!!

vmaa„,, SPRING & SUMMER_

ALE

Starts Thursday, May 1st

FAMOUS BRANDS

SUITS

'100
110
125

YOU Vifflf

SPORT COATS

Sale at'79.95
Sale at 82.95
Sale at 99.95

'75.00 _ _ _ _ Sale at '59.95
32.50
_ Sale at 25.95

YEAR ROUND SUITS

• 49.95 _ _ _ Sale at 144.95
105
_ _ _ Sale at 79.00
115
_ _ _ Sale at 87.00
125
Sale at 96.00
80
___ Sale at 60.00

We didn't make it any easier to look at.
Just easier to drive.

'70.00 ____ Sale at '52.50
65.00 _ _ _ _ Sale at 48.75
59.50
_ Sale at 47.50
62.5n ____ Sale at 49.95

YEAR ROUND SPORT COATS

-

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.

Choonut Stosit Murrcly,Kentucky

COORDINATES - SPORT COATS and'SLACKS
Reg. '55.00
On Sale At '44.00
SPORT COATS - '45 Now '36;'35 Now '28;
—129.95 Now '23.45
SAVE UP TO 40% ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK
EXCEPT UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, TIES
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Miss Marilyn lean Wilson Becomes Bride
Of Thomas Lee Walker he Ceremony At
The First Baptist Chards, Murray

NMI
Wednesday, May 7
The mama ef the Oaks
try Club will have its readar
ladies day gad at Wee has
with pairings at the lee. Itti.
Jack Moises= is golf harem.
•••
art ametioa. speatelied 1111
the Lima Pi art Inifiersily mid
the art Orbits of WNW State
Univers* will be WM It the
Studied UM= bees= as
seven toter pat The deem IPS
opts at six p.a. The
will as toward art schekeillips.
•••
The Iodise el the Oahe Osemtry Club yid have a hMehess
and Maim show in the ash
image at WS pia. drema
isms smay be made * sift
dirs. Robert Bends*
or Mrs. J. E. Gorriaaa
Prier to May 11.

Nal&RAI. 1115PITUCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burks= .

WEDNESDAY — MAY 7. 11LIS

Phone 753-1917 or 753-41147

domeonit,

no

Bead; Avondale — Mra. Evart
Nkschke; Woe Osk-Conoord—
Mrs. Cart H. Watkins; Metropolis — Mn. Lemke Eadarday.
Piper awards were presentMrs. Lew% J. Holland of Miwad to Avondale — Troop 302, ow Route Four has been de.
Troop 107; Lone Oak-Concord mimed from the Western Bap
— Troop 131; Mayflekl—Troop tist Hompital, Paducah.
53, Troop 94; Lyoo County —
lees June Eaves Bryan of
Troop 223; Cayce — Troop 246; Murray hes been a patient at
Metropolis — Troop 203, Troop the Western Baptist Hospital,
227; Murray — Troop 128, Paducah.
•••
Troop 78, Troop 173; Noble —
Troop 72; Cobb-Boyd — Troop
Mrs. Stanley Futrell Mc*, IL
143; Mayfield — Troop 142; rived from Clewiston. Florida.
Reidiand — Brownie Troop 9; to visit with Mc. and Mn. GiCalvert City — Junior Troop nath Owen, Mr. and Mrs. 0. W.
68, Cadette Troop 86; Cobb Clark, and MN. Fred Barbee.
•• •
Boyd — Brownie Troop 246;
Lyon County — Brownie Troop
i
124, Troop 122, Troop 12, Troop
thr god of da%
225; Lone OakCoocord—Troop jild light in
ian nr, tli104, Troop 118, Troop 92, Bow °log).
10, Troop 60; Mayfield-Graves
—Troop 183, Troop 181, Troop on—Troop 26, Troop 16; Noble
43, Troop 43; Avondale—Troop —Troop 176, Troop 7'7, Troop
23, Troop 58. Troop 67; Bent- 232; Metropolis — Troop 79.

PEISINALS *

bride's attendents.
Itse serving table was overlaid with white lam over taffeta and garlanded with white
net. The net was caught at inThree Girl Scouts from Troop
tervals with small clusters of 77 and one from Troop 38 re- Taylor and Mn. Dew Krichspring flowers and greenery. ported on their activities dur hewn; Calvert City — Mrs. Ins
Ceatering the table was a sil- lug the prsersffll at the monist Glicii; Banos — Mn. Gerald
ver nad crystal epergne hold- meoungof the Bow Creek Girl Maupin; Murray — Mrs. Eva gorgeous arrangement of Scout Council. Karen South bed erett Outland; Ion Cow172
'Wag flowers consisting of an. attended the 1988 International and Marion — Mrs. Hewitt Moransees. ludas, iris, Willis. Gathering Abroad in Mexico; gan and Mrs. Clinton Miller;
11111011.110. white end yellow Ellen Gold, the World of Vis- Cobb-Boyd — Mrs. James Thoaon; Noble — Mrs. Pat ParMelo% and gwomphlia. The ual Arts; and Stroh Lyon, the
Joao
esstergisse wee flanked by two World of Minic Arts. Petty ka; Reidtancl — mist
Ihnobesnehed silver candle- Bourne will attend the 19601
0••
labs* holding burning white tedFinger Lakes Sailing Oimp in
Ihe ChM, OHM,
tapers. These were accented at
BONELESS, ROLLED, FRESH, LEAN
the base with clusters of flow- N.
roid Gribbe submita.
lik
2.itirs.Yag
domidi at TIP pa.
ers. The four tiered white wedthe report of the
•••
letl, Oda
ding cake, decorated with
committee and mew
odicnomiatg
Ils RIM Meth= Oeh Will
white rosebuds, was topped with ies
ers were elected for the camIMO at the rensa MIMI at
miniature wedding bells. Dainyear.
1St pes.
ty party sandwiches, mints,
Mr.
and Mrs. Myrna Mayer
•••
nuts, and punch were served Winfield the foficering officers:
The Flint Baptist Church
from silver appointments.
boles Render of Paducah, first
WM will meet at the church
The wedding cake was cut vice president; Mn. Dean Kridtat seven
and served by Mrs. Grayson Mc- boom of Mayfield, second vice
•• •
Owe and Mrs. William Ed- president; Mrs. Everett Outland
Thersiley, May II
wards, aunts of the bride. Yrs. et Murray, third vice president;
The Westside Homemakers
-John Richard hnes, aunt of the Mrs. Berns Kerber of MetropoClub will meet at the home of
groom, and Miss Martha Guier lis, secretary; Mn.. Glenn BeekMrs. Pet Bogard at 12:30 p.m.
men, Paducah, tressurer.
presided at the punch bowls.
•• •
LB.
Members-at-barge are Sam
LB.
Others assisting in serving
The Murray High
were Mesdames W C Elkins, Porter of Paducah; Mrs. C. E.
will have a peewit sapper in
John Nanny, Galen Thurman, Martin of Metregiolis Mrs. P.
the Austin Scheel calsteria at
Jr, H. Glenn Doran, Gordon L. Beans of Metropolis, Mrs.
6:10 p. m. This will be the anBEEF
Moody, Baxter Bilbrey, Joe Do- Gene Ruoff of Paducah; Mrs.
SHBOUV17810A T
imal installation of officers
ren, Ike Kenley, Katherine Pitt- Charles Melton of Kuttawa;
•• •
man, Robert Heitz, and Misses Mrs. Warren Mein of MetropolThe Cumberland Preebyteriee
Linda Ryan and Patricia Doran. is; Mrs. Howard Rose of MayWomen of the North Pleasant
MIL and
S. THOMAS LEE WALKER
Rice bags, which were dainti- field, Mrs, Jffinies M. Kline of
Grove Church will met at the
ly tied with turquoise ribbon, Murray; Curtis E. Guffey of
or
Marilyn
Wilson
Miss
Jean
be
I
home of Mn. Glyeo Was at
with matching Venise lace and 'were passed to the guests by Paducah.
eases the bride of Thomas Leel satin ribbon and
anon pia.
Members
this trim was Miss Rebecca Imes, Mist Susan
of the nominating
•• •
Widmer In a beautiful and Ia- repeated on the
gently flowing Imes, and Keith Edwards. The committee who were elected
Sliced As
Grove 128 of the WS01111SS - i.,. elsonmeny on Sunday. panels in the back. Their headlittle Misses Imes carried white are: Mrs. Emit Garland of Murof the World will meet at the March 73, at two-thirty o'clock dresses were petal clusters
ray;
Bill
Robertson
Fulton;
of
Chops
wicker baskets decorated with
2 oz. ea.
Woman's Club House at 8:30 in the afternoon in the meet- caught with a pout! veil. Their
300 CAN
spring flowers and Master Ed- Bobby Arnold of Calvert City.
nary of the Yost Baptist shoes were in a
p.m.
National
delegates for 1969
matching col- wards served from a silver tray.
$
Church, Murray.
•• •
or. Each attendant carried a
After the reception the cou- ore Mrs. Alicya Kootorowski,
Rev. Loyd Wilson, grondfeth- French bouquet of
4
The Basel Women's Club will
yellow and ple left for-en unannounced the Council president; dm
.
L8.59C
effletate
the
bride,
of
sr
d-atMeet at the club room at melee
wilfte" deities interspersed with wedding trip with the bride at- Molly A. Park of Metropolis;
10/S1
pia. for the installation and the the double ring ceremony.
and
tulips, roses, and gypsophils.
Bruce
Bourne
of
Paducah.
tired in an ensemble of silk and
The bride is the daughter of
program by Lew Wallace.
Miss Martha Ann Walker, sis- linen. The aqua linen
DEL MONTE
cloat was Substitutes are Mrs. Bruce
•• •
Mrs. H. W. Wilson, Olive Street, ter of the groom,
was the flow- worn over a printed silk dress Bourne and Mrs. Audrey BeekThe Welcome Wagon New- Murray, and the late Mr. Wil- er girl She wore a formal
which was in shades of pink. man, both of Paducah.
maim Club will meet at the son. The groom is the son of. length gown identical to the
During the business session,
yellow, and aqua with the
pale
Thomas
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Owen
WalOnntismilly Center at 710 p.m.
Fred Grimes presented by-laws
dresses of the honor attendants same silk print
used to line the
ker of Brentwood, Tenn.
•• •
amendments. Mrs. Paul Connor
Her headpiece was a ribbon bow
coat. She wore bone accessorThe vows were exchanged be- of turquoise
Friday. May 1
jarkarta and she ies and chose for her flowers reported for the awards comThe North Money Hessessek• fore an altar centered with a carried a white wicker basket
mittee and Mrs. Everett Outin Club will meet at the helm brass candlelabre which form- filled with spring flowers in the two yellow orchids from her land reported on the Piper Abouquet.
bridal
esOs
an
ed
of
eeadise.
Mews
of Mrs. Bailey Rigging at 110
wards.
=s14atimad tied with tarMr. and Mrs. Walker are pow
S. each Ade of thh issedlelsMrs. Konsorowski wee highly
CAN
Bardstow
home
at
3028
at
n
bra
were brass standwds hold•• •
commended by Mrs. doily Park,
Thomas Owes Walker, father Road, Louisville
where
Mr. Dew
303
,
CAN
lag baskets with errangements of the
Sassedary, May 10
Executive Director, as of
groom, served as best Walker is studying at the Ken46 Z
40Z.
A bake sale will be held in el white and yellow chrysan- mot. n• groomsmen were CalJanuar/ 2, 1969, for her outSchool
tucky
Mortuary
of
Scithemums
and
Woodwartl
fern.
ia
downtown Hazel starting at nine
standing service in the duties
vin Osier of Memphis, Tenn., ence
and employed by McAfee of both
a.m, sponsored by the Bezel These were flanked by two tall John Baxter Bilbrey and Don
Council President and
Funeral Home.
brass spiral candlelabra which McClure,
Executive Director, following
Woman's Club.
cousins of the bride.
addition
those
In
to
in the
held burning tapers. The bap- and Kenneth
•••
Imes, cousin of rwedding party the out of town the reaignatioti of Mrs. Don
tistry held a large basket of the groom.
Ronald Walker, bro- guests included Elmer R. ions:, Muir, former Executive Directwhite and yellow chrysanthe- ther of
or, August 1,1968. A standing
TENDERLEAF
the groom, was junior Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones
GERBER
of ovation was given
mums and fern identical in de- groomsma
Mrs. Komon.
Owensbor
Conley
Mrs.
o,
Wilsign to the altar arrangements.
rowski by the council members.
Bill David Wilson, brother of lace,
Mrs. Homer Leneave, Mrs. Special service
The family pews were marked the
TWIN BAG
honors were
bride, was the ring bearer. Gilbert Turner, Mrs.
Milton presented as follows:
with cathedral tapers entwin ad
For her daughter's wedding. Hooks,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
with fern and clusters of small Mrs. Wilson
A Girt Scout statuette ackselected a costume Hooks, Jeff and Elizabeth
nowledging many years of outThe Calloway County High white and yellow mums caught of turquoise silk. The dress feaHooks
Mrs.
Howell
Hopson,
with
white satin ribbon.
standing Girl Scout achieveSchool Chapter of the Future
tured a softly rolled collar and
Seldon Ahart, Mrs. Fannie Wal- ments and service was presentThe nuptial music was pre- a gently
Homemakers of America met
flared skirt. The coat
recently in the school cafeteria. sented by Mrs. Richard Farrell, had bracelet length sleeves and Mrs. Charlotte Turner, all of ed to airs. Charles "Nellie"
President, Rita Chaney, priSsici- organist, and Mrs. Vernon was accented with appliques lace, Mrs. Robbie Wilson, and Mathes, director of Bear Creek
3 OZ. JAR
Girl Scout Camp.
ed and led the group in the Shown, vocalist. Mrs. Farrell of lace and this trim was re- radio.
performed "Jesu, Joy of Man's peated
"Thanke" badges were awardopening rituals.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bigon the dress. Her ribbon
Desiring" by Bach, "Reverie" bet
and other accessories were gins, Miss Leslie Riggins, Paris, ed to Mrs. C. E. Lofton, Lone
Oak; Mrs. Warren Main, MeThe devotion was presented by Dickinson, "Meditation" by in the same turquoise shade. Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Ike
Ken- trivet's
in the form of a musical melee- Sturgis, and "Dreams" by Mc- She wore a white purple
These badges are the
ley,
Puryesr,
Tenn.,
Mrs.
throatKathtwo by Rita Farris, Omni:Ate Anis. Mrs. Shown's selections ed orchid corsage trimmed with erine Pittman, Hazel, Mr. and highest Girl Scout honors beC
were
"Whither
Thou Goest" by jeweled leaves.
Harmon, Peggy Forms, Sheila
Mrs. Joe Pet Witherspoon, Pa- stowed upon individual..
Certkficat
es
bar
Erwin, Cyndy Mather, Emily Singer and "A Wedding Praycompletio
n
of
Mrs. Walker, mother of the ducah, Mr. and Mrs. Forest
er" by Williams. The tradition- groom,
IGA FROZEN
Morris, and Kathy Lovett.
ALL BRANDS
was attired in a dress Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Camp Craft courses were preDETERGENT
al
wedding
marches
were
used
Judy Kelso, a former local
of pale mint green raw silk le- Staples, Mrs. Guy Harper, Sr.. sented to Mrs.- Louise Loitoo,
as
the
processio
and
nal
the
Lone
reOak; Mrs. Pat Studer,
and district FHA officer, spoke
signed with a scooped neckline, and Mrs. Paul Chambers, all of
Metropolis; Mn. Doxie Krkiito the gide on whet she had cessional.
brief sleeves, and a slim Wild. Benton.
Bride's Dress
gained brim _hem economics
She wore a matching headdress
Others were Mrs. M. k Woo- beam, Mayfield; Mrs. Dorothy
and IVA- Miss Kelso said she The lovely young bride chose fashioned of velvet foliage
len, Jr., Misses Laurie Lee and Wade, Noble; Mrs. Pistils Simand
mons, Reid lend; Mrs. Marjhad gained four things from for her wedding a formal gown her accessories were
in the Leslie Woolen of Atlanta, Ga.„ orie Leger
-Thomas, Paducah;
this field: Leadership, training, of traditional white silk orients. same hue. Pinned at the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Daniel
5 OZ. PKG.
shoulWear,
The sculptured neckline accent- der
education, and a career.
8 OZ, CAN
was a white purple throated Nashville,(Tenn., Mrs. A. H. and Mrs. Agnes Garrett, Meed with appliquees of Alencon orchid.
tmpolis.
Giant
Size
Kinney, Miss Karen Kenney,
lace extended to an empire
Mrs. Gracie Ale-sander, CooMrs. J. D. Ahart wore a pink Mrs. Lula Freeman, Mr. and
Announcements were made bodice
which featured long Bi- linen
a-line dress featuring Mrs. Carl Walker, Taylor Walk- cord, received a certificate for
concerning the district meeting.
shop sleeves accented at the short
er, Brownsville, Tenn., Mr. and completion of the Back Pack
PTA Banquet, All-Sports Bancuff with appliques of lace. The and sleeves, cuffed neckline,
a self embroidered panel Mrs. C. Whitney Osier, Miss counts in the Ozark Mountains
quet, end convalescent home
skirt was gently taperati and exextended down the front of the Peggy Osier, Mrs. Norvel Bing- Mimourt
visits. Beverly Rogers. candidate tended
to a chapel length train dress.
- EACH
Five year year numerals —
Her hat was a pink flow- ham, Robert Bingham, David
for district recreation leader,
which fell into billowing folds
er creation. Mrs. Loyd Wilson Bingham, Miss Betsy Bingham, Kn. Ralph Admits, Cayce; Mrs.
led the group in a relaxer.
EA.
as she moved to the altar es- chose
a pale blue semi-fitted and Miss Rosetta Robertson, all W. G. Adams, Cayce; Mrs. Jack
Vicki Hopkins. chairman of eorted
by her brother, Greg crepe
frock with long sleeves of Memphis, Tenn., Miss There- Austin, Cayce; Mrs. Joins Brown
the nominating committee, p-e- Wilson,
who gave her in mar- She
SUNKIST
wore matching accessories sa Reale, Lexington, and Mr.
sented the slate of officers for
riage.
FRESH, CRISP
and a hat of dainty blue flow- and Mrs. Robert Heitz, Wabash, Cayce; Mrs. Glyn Bard, Ful1969-1970 which the club ipOn her head she wore a heed- ers.
ton, Mrs. Jamie Washer, MurBoth Mrs Ahart and Mrs.
proved.
piece designed of orange blos- Wilson,
ray; Mrs. George Picken, MayRehearsal Dinner
grandmothers of the,
Officers elected to serve next soms
accented with streamers bride,
The rehearsal dinner, given field; Mrs. Melva] Earies, Pahad corsages of white
Year are: President, Beverly adorned
with flowers. Her tri- cymbidium
by the groom's parents, Mr. and ducah; Mrs. Don Sullivan, MeRogers, lit vice-president, Dororchids.
ple tiered veil of English illusLEMONS
Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill, Mrs. Thomas Owen Walker, was tropolis.
tha Jackson. 2nd rice-president,
ion was attached to the headTwenty year numerals—Mrs.
grandmother of the groom, was held in the ,evening on March
Jackie Budzko, secretary, Kapiece forming a very bouffant
dressed for the occasion in an 22 in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Palmer, Metropolis.
thy
Stubblefield, treasurer, look.
Mrs. Robert Pittman received
apricot knit costume. Her small Would W. Churchill, grandparJoan Perry. reporter, Rebecca
I lb pig
The bride carried a beautiful hat
certificat
a
e of appreciation for
ents
of
was
of
the groom.
Chaoey. parliamentariae, Wila matching color
cascade bouquet of white buther
outstandi
service
ng
as
the
Mrs. Walker was assisted in
with a short veil and trimmed
ma Smith, historian, .Ginny
terfly roses, Baker's fern and with
Locke, assistant historian, Cargreen petals. She wore serving by her mother, Mrs. Bear Creek Girl Scout Cookie
tube roses centered with two
complimenting accessories and Churchill, and her sister, Mrs. Sales Chairman for 1969.
la Watkins, recreation leaders.
yellow cymbidium orchids. Her her
Council awards for cookie
DZ.
corsage was a white cym- John Richard Imes.
Christy and Cithy Lockhart,
only jewelry was a diamond bidium
were given to the followtales
The
song leader, Emily Morris, and
'buffet dinner was servorchid.
EA.10
EA. 10C
pendant, a gift of the groom.
Neighborhood
ed from the dining room table ing
devitional leader. Patty Greer
Chairmen
Miss Jere Washer served as
:
Cayce
—
Mrs.
Ralph
Receetien
which was overlaid with a white
Degrees of achievement were
Adams; Fulton — Mrs. Bill
the maid of honor. The bridesFollowing the wedding cere- linen cloth. The
conferred upon several memserving table
maids were Miss Lynne Walk- inony Mrs. Wilson entertained held
a centerpiece of white car- Fenerick; Mayfield — Mrs. Hari
bers. Those receiving the Jun
er, sister of the groom, Miss with a reception which was held nations,
ior Homemaker Degree were:
Judith Downs. and Miss Melanie in the social hall of the church. breath. mums, and baby's the wedding party the followKathy Stubblefield. Wanda GarSmaller arrangements, ing guests were present: Mrs.
Boyd. Miss Karen Edwards, mu'The register table was cov- identical in
rett. Shirley Hays, Dortha Jackdesign, were used W. C. Elkins, Mrs. Marvin Woone
ered
of
with
the
white
bride,
was
the
lace
junover
taf- on the individual tables
son, Patty Greer. and Rebecca
where len and daughter, Laurie Lee,
feta
ior
and
bridesmai
held a silver bowl fill- the guests were
d.
Chaney. Beverly Rogers and
seated in the of Atlanta, cousins of the
ed with spring flowers. The living room
Ginny- LoCke received the Chapand den. The hand groom, Daniel M. Wear, NashThe honor ettendants wore bride's book was
presided over embroidered linen
ter Homemaker Degree.
cloth used ville, great uncle of the groom,
identical formal gowns of tur- by Mrs. Jerry Henry, cousin
Of
on
the bride and grbom's table
Refreshments were served quoise jarkarta.
Tuesday May
Mrs. Loyd Wilson and Mrs. J.
The bodices the bride, who asked the guests was
also used at the rehearsal
and the meeting was adjourned featured cuffed
D AMA, grandmothers of the
necklines and to register. The receiving line dinner
of the groom's parents
with the members repeating the elbow length
sleeves. The em- was composed of the honor twenty-on
bride, Mrs. Kenneth Imes, Mr.
e years ago.
creed
pire waistlines were accented couple, their parents,
Mrs. Vernon Shown, apd
and the
In addition to members of and
Misses Rebecca and Susan Imes.

Mrs. Everett Outland Installed As 3rd
Vice-President Of Bear Creek Council
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Beverly Rogers Is
Elected President
Of Calloway FHA
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GREEN
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WAFFLES
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4190 49C
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MINUTE
. STEAK
CHUCK .
WAGON
MA

TOMATO
JUIo.CE
4/S1
- IGA

POTATO
CHIPS
3490
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PORK-St
BEANS
9C
ICA
VIENNA
SAUSAGE
5/$1
BABY
FOOD

1
DRIVE 111 SCII
13C

Elt

GREEN
PEPPERS
CARROTS
CUCUMBERS "

290

Or" 24 Hours Daily - Closed Sundays

WE SELL TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONEY
ORDERS
'We; Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities . —
Prices in this ad good thni,
13 069
,

•

41.

-

3iNEBDAY — MAY 7. 1000
PAGE FIVE
T'iwyt mamma as TIMES

?MINUS

WEDNESDAY — MAY 7. 11069

In. Lame J. Holland of Mar.
Route Four has been db.
eed !ran the Westeni BagHospital, Paducah.
Use Jane Eaves Bryan if
rray has been a patient at
Western Baptist Hospital,

OUTSTANDING GLASSWARE OFFER!
Only Th ft nest f00,1

•••

Ira Stanley Futrell has or- A.
d from Qewistan. Florida.
'Wit with Mr. and Mn. GIOwes, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
t, and Ma. Fred Babas.
Heittidall wab the god of &tan
cl light in Scastditsinisn myth.
-Troop 26, Troop 16; Noble lt
roop 176, Troop 77, Troop
; Metropolis — Troop 79.

FRESH, LEAN

ORK
STEAK
49C
BUSH

SHOWBOAT

300 CAN

ALL BRANDS

S.

Some of the enormous reserve
of cash on the sidelines is going
to work again in the marketmostly in quality, blue-chip issues, Walston di Co. says,but there
Is also a great deal of speculation
going on in "fad groups." Grows
such as gaming casinos, real
*state development shares, Arctic slope oils, mobile homes,
nursing homes, speculative Indonesian oil drilling, and others
have each been given a whirl,
the firm says.

Quality Stamps
- WE CASH CHECKS
PERSONAL OR PAYROLL
LIBBY DEEP BROWN
WITH
PORK

BEANS

4—N, ...--

VALUABLE COUPON .:
4
'.--

SAVE 1

YOUR FAVORITE 10-oz.

/i Soft Drinks

6-Bottle
Carton
imee•io
Line, 1 Carton

With This Coupon and $5.00
Or More More Purchase

4;
". C°1414g4
4
4 ~
7
000
4WW1
1

Redeem Both Coupons
With a $10 or More Purchase

BISCUITS

VALUABLE COUPON

fl

16-os.

congI

6

11-ox

cans

(Without Coupon 6/49c)

With This Coupon and $5.00
Or More More Purchase

tons

Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

;
28`

SAVE

HYDE PARK

1-1b.

3 13-89
'
5 $100

Coupon Valid thru May 10, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR

8-ox.
cans

Undt: One Coupon Per Customer

WWWZOS4VOIWWWill

DRINKS
UNA

12 46-oz. 79C
..41 cans /

All Flavors

364"on'u 89'

Chunk
Meat

SALMON

rt:ICE MILK
$
39
Reg. 49'
SAVE 10$

SWIFT PREMIUM

Franks

lb 690

SLICED

69

Smoked Jowl

4

SAVE 10
' 16-oz.
(Reg. 79') can

BREAD
'
051ANNGE JUICE

HYDE

lb

PARK

Wieners

12-0s. pkg.

ARMOUR

Sliced Bacon

49'
49°

U oz. pkg. 59‘

HYDE PARK

4ft:...88"
4 89'

Bologna

29'

DETERGENT

COLD POWER

FRESH, CRISP
SAVE 14:

ARROTS
1 lb

(Reg. 83-) Box
FLORIDA VALENCIA

5-lb.
bag

FRESH RED RIPE

be

3 T.

STRAWBERRIES

d Sundays

pts.

gEY ORDERS
lantities

3, 1969

69

ORANGES

Pk!

P

6

Hamm This young lady
caused heads to turn as she
arrived at a discotheque in
New York. resplendent in a
lame and fur pants outfit=
and her head partially
shaved. The waist-long braid
I. her own

if

Coupon Valid thru May 10, 1969
Redeem at COOPERM-MARTIN or BIG STAR

Biscuits

GOLDEN

::0"1 :"28`;

(Without Coupon, Reg. Retail)

t

Halves or
Sliced

Round Top

8 OZ. CAN

SOFT
DRINKS

LillY YELLOW CLING

PEACHES
MY
CORN

I

YOUR FAVORITE

With $5.00 or More Purchase

14-oz.I
(Reg. 2,'35c) can

HYDE PARK
iscm

With $5.00 or More
Purchase
LIMIT: 1 PLEASE
Reg. 2/29c VALUE

HYDE PARK

TUXEDO CHUM
Mobile homes Issues are currently among the most in vogue,
W. E. Hutton says. The absolute
per share earnings dake the
stocks look high, but to growth
• investors the fast percentage increase in profits makes them
look attractive, the company adds.

GLAss

With $5.00 or
Moro Purchase
and Coupon

A

GERBER

le

Shop and Save
We Give

The technical position of the
rail group has improved in rece• at sessions, which bodes well
for the market in general, E. F.
Hutton feels. The market's showing this past week looks like the
beginning of an advancing phase,
the firm says, and the long side
of the market appears to be by
tar the "safest side toibe %fit
the presto( time."

•

THIS WEEK: May 5th thru May 10th,
1969
11NE
..0z.

STORE HOURS . .
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

NEW YORK UP!. The market
has entered the normally difficult
month of May in good technical
position, Bache & Co. believes.
The burden of proof has now shifted to the bears, the firm says,
to prove that the current rally
Is only a temporary aberration.
The short term trend continues
upward, the ffrm says, although
the longer term picture is still
unclear.

9

NEW EXCITING GLASSWARE,COLOR: AQUAMARINE,
SWIRL DESIGN.

F0,10 DEPARTMENT S107E5

Wall Street
Chatter

B.

VIENNA
;USAGE
57$1
ABY
FOOD

°OPER

Innes W. Dobbins, Jr.. President
of Liberty.National Bank & Trust
Company in Louisville, has been
appointea Chairman of the 1969
Operating Fund Campaign for
Kosair Crippled Children Hospital.
Mr. Dobbins is a very busy man
in civic and public affairs through- out Kentucky, but never too busy
41P to help a crippled child. He reminds all Kentuckians that Kosair
Hospital treats children from all
sections of the state regardless
of race, religion or inability to
pay.
This program can be maintained
only through the generosity of
people who care. Would you help
a neighbor's crippled child to
walk? Of course you would. The
children at Kosair are our neigh.
bora children You can help them
by sending a contribution to
Kosair Crippled Children Hospital, 982 Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Kentucky 40217. Don't wait
do it now, so your gift will go tc
work Immediately helping those
who are financially unable to help
themselves.

•••

PORK &
BEANS

—

Oittgii 'CRISP

LETTUCE . h•acil

CHUCK ROAST

16

58°

REEF SMOUlDfR

ROAST

1°' 69'

ODOM'S TENNESSEE PRIDE

SAUSAGE

lb.

65'

MILLIONS o FREE
QUALITY STAMPS

WITH PURCHASE AND COUPONS MAILED
TO HOMES WEEK OF MARCH 31st
This Weeks' Coupons, May 5th thru May 1001
more purchase at any
• 100 Stamp Coupon ow- $3.00 or
than Food Stores.
other
Stamps
Quality
Firm giving
purchase at
more
• 100 Stamp Coupon on $3.00 or
Cooper-Martin or Big Star stores — Excluding Milk,
Milk Products and Tobaccos.
• 104t•tinv, Coupon on Two Doz. Grade "A" L rge Eggs.
• 100 StanspeCoupoe on 4-es. Size Right Guard Anti10•1;elpitunt Spray Deodorant.
.

COUPON
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
With This
Coupon and Purchase of
BRECK CREME RINSE

1

Undo One Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Enpires Sat-. May 10th, 1969
Redeem at RIG STAR or

COOPER-MARTIN STORES

sc liOnE1,3

50

COUPON
T
Y STA
With This Coupon and Purchase pi
4.2s. the BRECK SHAMPOO •
Limit. One Coupon PO. Customer
Coupon Expires Sat., May 10th, 1069
Redeem at SIG STAR..

1.1
It

*410461.0.4•0
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Tax
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CHARLIE BORN, Bing Crosby
SHULTZ, STAR IN IS Eligible
TY SPECIAL
For Medicare

WEDNEHDAY — MAY 7, 1969

as be Beatles and the bmOthefil tip of Baja California, where he
pick tp the tab in the brersable
combined todey.
and his family vacation threes
future,
' He came don when singers alfillfho a year from March to
A millionaire many times o
didn't kick the music around. By June.
er, Crosby doesn't show 'Usage.
golly, you sang like Lanny Ross
He appears remarkably
or Rudy Vallee or you didn't
anged from the crooner who kept fag
at all.
two generations of women flutter
Then came Bing with his wallLakeway Shores, Inc., to CharLOC
ing boo-boo-boos. Parents were
Wet.
Yee, his pate is shiny, there afraid the lop-eared crooner wow. les D. Watheo and Syvil J.
his of New Madrid, Mo.; lot in
are crown feet at the corners of Id corrupt their offspring.
his eyes, and the years in bright But Crosby survived to be- Lakeway Shores.
Jesse L. Johnson and Mary
sunshine playing golf and shoot- come one of the greatest stars
ing game birds have dappled his In America in movies, radio, Lou Johnson to B. Hawley Bucy
and Veldt Mae Bucy; lot in Plaface with a Westerner's leathery recording and television.
inview Acres Subdivision.
skin, hooded eyes and mild squiAt the twilight of his career, JAMBS D. Futrell and Nancy
nt.
J. Futrell to Frankle Lee Carroll
He weighs less now than he he still appears frequently
the "Hollywood Palace" televi and Sharon Gayle Carroll; lot in
did tO years ago.
Meadow Green Acres Subdivission show. When the mood sei
Bing works less, relaxes mor him, he cuts a recording.
ion.
and has become a solid citizen.
in a while he tackles a movie. James E. Rickman and Judy
But in the 1930s he was
K. Rickman to William Curtis
He is spending his birthday
sidered as much a menace
his favorite haunt, a hideaway Taylor and Wanda Sue Taylor
decent, God-leasing Americana
at Las Cruces, Mexico, near th two acres on U. S. Highway 641,

4trolhers

Land Ttansfers

Good oP Charlie Brown and
his creator and alter ego, CharBy VERNail SCOTT
les M. Scbala, will co-star mew
screen for the first time together UPI Hollywood Correspondent
In "Charlie Brown and Charles
Scholz," entertainment anddoce• HOLLYWOOD UPI - Bing Crmentary 'pedal to be broadcast osby qualified for Medicare May
ia color Saturday, May E4(8:30- 2.
9:00 p.m., EDT), on the CBS Bing turned 65 and his sidekick, Bob Hope, reminded him
Television Network.
he can pinch still more pennies
Latest in a highly successful by applying for free medical
series of speciaLs about Charlie services.
Brown and his "Peanuts" pals, Chances are the Old Groaner
whose exploits and misadventur- will neither need medical care
es have become a daily reading
meet the government to
ATLANTIC
ritual for millions of people aroOCEAN
und the world through the United
Feature Syndicate comic strip,
the new half-hour is a unitise
chronicle of the intertwined lives
of the two Charlies Brown and
IN)
Schulz — told through a combinetion of animation and live film
action.
mom mut Foe pateewa--Gov. Nelson Rockefeller tuaseti of New York will leave May
Also starring in the hail-hour
11 on the first of a series of tours for President Nixon. This one will take the governor
Win feature are poet-singer Rod
to Mexico. Guatemala. El Salvador. Honduras. Nicaragua. Costa Rica and Panama.
McKuen; composer-pianist Vince
Eventually he will visit 23 countries for Alliance for Progress discussions.
Guaraldi; the Royal Guardsmen;
the San Francisco cast of the
stage musical, "You're A Good
ambasdosar to furkey. He promNEW AMBASSADOR
Man, Charlie Brown" and Robised to be a "faithful friend" cause friendship requires the ert Short, author of "The Gospel
Prices Effect/ye Thru May 10
WASHINGTON UPI William to Turkey, saying
lama= of both sides." Mar"relations betBacon
shall Green, former ambassador According to Peanuts."
J. Handley, 53, a career diplom- ween people and
governments to
Don Sherwood narrates the spIndooesia, was sworn in as
Ends & Pieces 4 Lb Casa
at, was sworn in Mondlif as U.S-icannot be taken for
granted be- assistant
Small-Loan-Meat y
end Schulz illustrates the
secretary of date for
Lb.
of Charlie Brown at the
Spero Ribs
East Asia and Pacific affairs. e
11.S.D.A. Frogs*.
ihIwb-bosrd in his Sebastopol,
L$.
LB.
9°7
Calif., studio. It is the story of
/- Chicken Livers
Sugar-lisght Freres
bow "Peanuts" became the most
GROUND
2
Beef Potties
successful continuing comic strCUBE
STEAK
"
CIDERS INVESTIGATION
"g
ROUND
H & G Eroasn
ip in history and of how its dare.
SHANK PORTION
S Lb. Bar
$121 Whitiog Fish
eters have achieved unprecedent14 To 16
HI &read, Freres
LB.
Lb.
MANILA UPI - Justice Secre- ed fame as the subjects of backs,
Beef Teeederiels 408. 1.141.
tary Juan Ponce Enrlle Monday music, lectures, television, merLI.
Wools 0. LIM Pau
SWISS STEAK
BEEF LIVER
ordered an investigation intorio- chandising, the stage and feature
Lb 594
Slob
Bum
WHOLE-HA
LF-BUTT
films.
ts at the federal prison civic the
SLICED
Cap's lobs Peck Or
PORTION La. 59
"Charlie Brown and Charles
past weekend that claimed seven
1- Lb. Pk*.
594
LS
Cod Fillets
lives. Press reports said guards Schulz" will present the first
animated
version
of
some
20
in the prism 16 miles south of
WASHINGTON-WINESAP
Manila were planning a strike of the most popular "Peanuts"
to protest Warden Alep Santos. comic strips as published by
United Feature Syndicate. Film
segielieett WM include the title
/a,
soeg from the stage production,
Vince Guaraldl playing his "LinRELEASES IN ERROR
us and Lucy" theme at the Monfoa
WASHINGTON UPI - The Navy terey Jazz Festival, a conversat
Pint
says its news center at Great ion with Astronaut Walter Sch.
Lakes, M., accidentally sent out irra the Royal Guardsmen per80/88 SIZE
13,859 news releases stating the forming excerpts from their hit
JANE
PARKER
EC121 plane lost April 14 wasshot record, "Snoopy and
the Red
down "over North Korea" - in- Baron," and a visit with
Schulz
stead of of North Korea. The on his ranch in northern
CalifPKG OF 12
mistake came in a release sent ornia. Rod McKuen "will be
heard;
pa
to the.hspielown news outlets singing his theme mdsic
frond
Fro& lois;
of Navi gairsoenel _dispatclied to the upcoming Charlie Brown
featDor.
ONIONS
tewees
the Korea area to protect subse- ure film.
Spanish
Ss.est
Fresh
quent reconnaissance flights.
Original musical score for the
Yellow Core. 51".
G;EEN BEANS lb
production was composed and
• SAVE 201
with purchase o ane ar er
conducted by Vince Guaraldi.
410 KILLED
JELL° Gelatin
JANE PARKER
Executive producers of the spAl tter PO ND CA
II OZ. BOTTLE OF HENRYS
ecial are Lee Mendelson and Walt
lb
6
p K07
Gs.
TOICYO UPI - Automobile sm- DeFaria. The program is pro47(
ashups killed 410 persons on duced and directed by Sheldon
£4111 Ptor.laa. Iih ) bottle henna
Japan's highways in the four. Fay Jr. and David Crommie and
NEW LOVERS SIZE
TAS-TEE DRESSING
day holiday that ended Monday. written by Lee Mendelson. AniHeist Kettlisp
mation
broadcasti
is
Japan
by Bill Melendez ProThe
ng station
EA. Ifl
26 02
BOTH
FOR
said today. It estimated 20 mill- ductions, Inc.
An Arab boy shines the shoes of an
COmPATAaturif
"Charlie Brown and Charles
ion Japanese visited beaches,
armed Israeli soldier in El-Arish. Gaza Strip, as Israeli
parks, zoos and mountain resor- Schulz" is a Lee Mendelson Proand Arab forces continue their feud across the Suez Canal.
ts, creating some traffic .ms duction in association with United
that extended more than10 miles. Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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GARDEN SHOW

CREAWSTYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

GOLDEN CORN

PEAS-GREEN BEANSSTEWED TOMATOES
-FRUIT COCKTAILPINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT
PINEAPPLE-ORANGE DRINK

s

$147.00 less
damn last year's Camaro with comparable equipment

If you equip Camaro with Powerglide. the new 2.50-hp
350 V8 that runs on regular gas, advanced -design power
disc brakes, whitewall tires and wheel covers, the price
is $14'
7 leas than last year's model with comparable
equipment,including head restraints.

$69.00 less
than last year's Chevelle with comparable equipment
We're not talking about a stripped-down mi., either.
We're talking about a Malibu Sport Coupe with head

restraints and a 200-hp V8 that runs on regular gas.
you add Powerglide, power disc brakes, wheel covers If
whitewall tires to your Malibu, you'll find it's $69' and
less.

KISAF F

Sunflower Oil._ Yit

Ap
LL:
S$10
0

FOR
4507
CANS

"

CRISP°

Sugar Wafers

l•

450

ONE

37c
39C
380

SCOTT

43 4 oz.

jar

than last year's Impala with comparable equipment

Add a few options like these to your Impala: Turbo
Hydra-matic. Big 300-hp V8. Power disc brakes. Head
restraints. Whitewalls. Wheel covers. All together, the
price is $101' less than it was for last year's
Impala,

comparably equipped. Putting you first, keeps us
alissafaci ewer • soaargral.-1 ,'l

pf
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"I Stott Family Napkins
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SAVE 32c
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COUPON REOU1RED WITH PURCHASE

BUTTERMILK

Fig Bars

$100 Es.""!1
lerlECIIIIC

EVE RYDA
LOW PRICE

Bollards Biscuits()",55c

CHAMPION

40c

FOR

OVENREADY

Bollards Biscuits'
,

35t

i(),

LONG GRAIN

Comet Rice

5

[
sAvEl
FOR $1100

TOMATO CATSUP

14 OZ.

Chemlet Pacesetter Values.

1702.

MAY 10

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ',COUPON PER PIA.

ALP Feed Stem
WITHOUT COUPON 49c

Close-Monday thru Thursday,..6P.M.,
Close-Saturday 7 P.M._
•

•

,
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of Baja California, where be
I Ms hunlly vacation threes
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Land Ttansfers
Akeway Shores, Inc., torD. Watheu and Syvil J. Watt of New Madrid, Mo.; lot in
tem) Shores.
raise L. Johnson and Mary
a Johnson to B. Hawley Bucy
1 Veld' Mae Bucy; lot in Plate, Acres Subdivision.
lames D. Futrell and Nancy
Futrell to Frankle Lee Carroll
i Sharon Gayle Carroll; lot in
sidow Green Acres Subdivis-

: 00 P.M.

CRI °

2t

LB-69FR
9114

The World's Finest
Vegetable Shortening

iSmes E. Hickman and Judy
Rickman to William Curtis
ylor and Wanda Sue Taylor eh
)acres on U. S. Highway 641.

/BERTY

Register Each Time
You Visit Liberty.
Purchase Necessary
Need Not Be Present
To Win.

Y 10

WEDNESDAY — MAY '7 1049

COUNTRY SKILLET
GRADE "A"WHOL
LB.

CAN

AL',BRANDS
- REG.
.

Bottles

SOFT (Plus Dep.)

Prices Not
Good After Saturday)

(Chicken

CE

END CuffMIXED
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(Limit I)

Sliced Rindless

tr, T
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me Effective Thru May 10

. S. CHOICE3
FIRST CUT

4% OZ. JAR

= $1.19
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L° 69t
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g Fish
99C
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69t
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Pisces
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PILLS

L8.69°

Miss Liberty
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MAXWELL HOUSE

Mwray, Ky.
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BATH ROOM
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BOSOS BEANS
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CORN PICNICS
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L. 39C
4 29e sdrEA
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SHOWBOAT
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NORTHERN
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I

39C

59c

39'
1

12 Oz.
Pkg.
LB.

ARMOR SKINLESS
LB.

B

Fresh
NECK BONES
Fresh Sliced
BEEF LIVER
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4 OZ
PKG.
90
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48 CT.
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MISS LIBERTY BREAD

•

:oft Family Napkins
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LB.
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CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
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THIGHS
L 13065c
LEGS
Lb. 49c
WINGS
Lb, 25c
tb. 10c
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
FRESH
LIVER
LB. 69c GIZZARD LB. 39c

LI ERTY COUPON
100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
With Coupon & $10.00 Additional
Purchase. Tob. Cigs. & Dairy
, Prod. Excl.
Void After May 19, 1969
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BAG
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LIBERTY COUPON
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50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With Coupon & Purchase of
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•
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gentissisof Prom Pow OW
ese wes a dream in the muses
41• group similar to the May
Fellowship Day audience. The
Amociation has applied for a
state pant to support the work.
*hick is sow deputing is
Mrge Massaro upon the help of
volunteer workers recruited
three* Murray Woman's Club.
More of thane voliustoms will
be needed for the adult workshop program,
Mrs. S•17 RAM, formerly a
towbar in the UniversitY
School, presented the Murray
Heed Start Program for four
and five year old children. This
hes been a project under the
Office of Economic OPPorkekity, but is now tnanaferred to
the Department of Health. Education and welfare, and it is expected some changes will be
made. However, it is definitely
in existence, Mn. Ryan affirmed, and it has a future. She
ixooded the Murray school
Mieledstrators who saw that a
joeworemed Head Start proPIM 11161 be be desired and es
isflathett ma a program in
Wean of the former
Deuelee idea There is a preSent emellemest Of thirty
perests are directly
are&
Involved themith the Head Start
Policy Ommittne.
The peeve= includes complete physical and dental care
and a balanced diet provided by
breakfast,• midmorning suck,
•
back and a mid-afternoon
mak Regular nursery school
and.kindergarten instruction is
given Many children come from
language-deprived homes u
well as homes deprived in other
ways. "One of the biggest changes that take place in the chit" dren, Mrs. Ryon said, "is in
the way they talk. in their ability to nuke sentences and understand directions. It is amazing to see what has happened
to than in the course of the
year.,,
What can churchwomen do to
help? Mrs. Ryan said "Go down
for an hour and carry on a
conversation with a child, talk
• , about.ideu. reed stories, watch
• the children work with playdough. Help can be used in the
kitchen to set tables and on
the playground with games,
enough to go around for individual children Children's books.
bookcases, vehicles, wooden
puzzles are most welcome contributions, but we would like
most to have you.."
Mrs. Ryan says she no long!er thinks in terms of how many
black children and how many
white, but just sees a room full
of children. The parents mostly are concerned and ambitions
for their children. she finds.
A mother of one of the children works all morning three
days a week without pay.
The proceeds from the Sigma Beauty Contest were given
to Head Start for equipment
$450.00 was received from Innday School classes.
Rev. Stephen Muth, pastor of
Immanuel Lutheran Church;
presented the purpose of the
Committee for Christian Social
Concerns. This committee was
formed to attempt to deal in an
organised and coordinated way
with the multitude of problems,
needs and concerns that confront us as concerned Christians. It was an outgrowth of
the joint School of World Outreach conducted lest fall, from
the conviction that the church
is called to minister to the
needs of people wherever they
are found. Many were saying,
"We want to do something, but
will someone help us to know
what to do, and how?".
Rev. Masa gave the goals of
the Committee for Social Concerns as (1) To become informed about the needs of the community. and the opportunities
for concerned Christians to become involved in meeting those
needs, and (2) To become aware
of the various ways needs are
presently being met by groups,
agencies and concerned private
citizens, with the intent of coordinating our efforts with
theirs, thus svokling overtop
in( of efforts and the waled
of some important needs. Is
said the committee is not eoncerned with who gets the credit, but only that the need be
met.
Rev. Musk spoke of the
needs of the retired and elderly; of the needs of the black
conunimity for comn.unicetion
and -dialogue with,the white
community; of the needs of our
community for more organized
and comprehensive recreation
facilities, including a swimming pool, playground areas throughout the community, and a
place where our youth can go
to play records, have a coke,
visit and dance.
"In short", Rev. Mazak said.
"the Committee for Christian
Social Concerns is seeking to
become aware of the needs and
to become the catalyst for the
efforts and resources of the
people in meeting these needs."
Following the May Fellowship Day program, fellowship
was enjoyed with a potluck
luncheon.

—
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RAMS
tunaltKEYS
COOKED
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t. 490
Ij

49* lb.)

(Shank

PURE GROUND

BEEF

FRE-gm

490
BA CO - 59c
HENS

SALAD Ci AT in
BOWL
Quart

aludiay

DRESSING

I2-oz.
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Lties, $100

BREAD

gt•524
qt.350

390

4111 •••

110081Elli PRIDE SLICED

DILLS

$1.00
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390
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4
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#
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2
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ONIONS
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3 lbs. 19*
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Television Notes

CONCERT

POPILAR

By DELOS SMITH

NEW YORK (UPI) — The
theater, the movies, even tele
vision have had maqy productions
advertising "all-star' casts, andl
the description has been fairls I
honest in most cases. But tio
two-hour video version of Charles
Dickens' "David Copperfield"
being put together in London
for NBC's use next season must
have
the
ill-time
all-star
assemblage.
Like:
Richard
Attenborough, Cyril Cusack,
JamesDonald,DameEdith Evans,
Wendy Hiller, Anna Massey, Ron
Moody, Sir Laurence Olivier, Si
Michael
Redgrave,• Sir Ralph
Richardson, Pamela Franklin and
Emlyn Williams. Robin Phillips,
a comparative unknown, has the
title role. Also, extraordinary for
a television drama, it gets 10
weeks for the filming under
American director Delbert Mann.

By WILLIAM D. LAFFLER
NEW YORK (UPI)—A reNEW
(UPI)—The
YORK
corded
reconstruction of a
sound of Glenn Miller belongs'
-"Schubertiad" turns out to be
to yesteryear, or does it?
an excellent pianist and an
Miller
'
s band kept playing
excellent soprano playing and
with various band leaders folsinging a well chosen selection
lowing his death during World
from
the
works of Franz War
13. The Miller sound was
Schubert. The pianist was Jorg
not too difficult to duplicate
Demus,
the
soprano, Elly
but soineh2w it lost something
•
Ameling.
with the departure of the leader.
HOSIERY BILLIOARDT—No, it's the interior a the tau a a
A
Schubertiad," you will
And with the coming of the
distilling tower awaiting installation at the Lake Mertes,
recall, was an evening gathering
Beatles era, the desire for the
La.. PPG Industries chemical Want.
of Schubert and his friends in
Miller sound seemed relegated
the home of one of the friends,
Florida Boom
to middle-aged persons.
for singing and piano-playing
SARASOTA, Fla. (UPI) - Top Ratings
Now an English band has
* * *
NEW YORK (UPI) — The amidst warm conviviality.
Construction in Florida during
revived the Glenn Miller sound,
Demus,
playing an 1835 or at
George Lindsey, who plays
1968 hit an all-time high of editors of Mobil Travel Guide
least a reasonable likeness
Goober
in
CBS-TV 's
$2.76 billion, and an even bigger have given the top five-star Viennese piano, accompanies of it.
On "If Glenn Miller
Miss
Ameling
rating
through
to
her
the
21 Club restaurant
sing- Played the Hits of Today" "Mayberry... RFD," is opening
year is forecast for 1969, accordMAR RAIDER- A disguised member of an Arab guerrill
a organization points to a map
/Mg to Donald J. Smelly, president and the Hotel Pierre in New ing of six Schubert familiars (Philips PHS 600-300); Jack a string of restaurants.
to describe a raid on El Harnmah in Israelioccupied Syria. In- foreground are machineof the Consulting Engineen York, and the Arizona Biltmore and then plays 12 Schubert pi- Nathan and his Orchestra play
guns
capture
d
in
the
Wives who may have thought
raid and said to be American Brownings.
resort in Phoenix, Ariz, for the ano pieces classified as "land- fi numbers — among
Council of Florida.
(Cablephotos)
them the!, were
free of their mates
Smelly said increased devel- ninth straight year. Making the ler." They performed expertly "Michelle," "Yesterday" and absorpti
'directo
r
for
televise
in
on
football
many
d
years
in teleTOKYO (UPI) - The Japer San. Fran. Airport
opment is indicated for the fast- list of the Guide's best in the but simply which can be accep- "Love Is Blue."
until late summer will not be vision and creator of this season's
Travel Bureau has a Traffic Doubles
The Miller fan can detect the
growing state and said construc- country for the first time are the ted to mean "intimately," and
pleased to know that the CBS successful "Julia" series for
computerized reservation service
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
tion during 1969 should hit $3 Carlyle Hotel and Essex House so the illusion of "Schubertiad" difference between Nathan's network
on May 18 begins a Flahann Carroll. has been signed which
in New York, the Regency Hyatt was conjured (Victrola-1405). band and Glenn's
can book a hotel room is Passenger traffic at San
billion.
famous aggreby
NBC
to
write
16-week
and
half-hou
produce
series,
r
"NFL
a another city in five
From Schubert one may gation.
Nathan does not use
Francisco International Airport
seconds.
A survey by the Council House in Atlanta, Ga. and the C
Action." This reviews past games new half-hour pilot for a comedy
The American -made has more than doubled in the
showed population in Florida in Lazy U Ranch in Granby, Colo. jump to Conlon Nancarrow, if muted trumpets in the back- in
series
ticketed for the 1970-71 comput
the National Football League,
one has the stomach for it. ground as
ers have memorized last five years. Manager George
often as Miller, for.
1968 was 6,225,000, an increase
and the fact that it's old stuff season.
He is, you may know a dabbler one thing. But
Information on 22,000 rooms of F. Hansen said the airport was
Nathan may have
Illof 143,500 over the previous
won't
prevent a genuine football
among contemporary composers figured
1,900 hotels and inns used by 14.1 million passengers
that if Miller were alive
year.
fan from becoming addicted. Cherry Blosioms
whose thing is to compose for today
anti new sources ot capital.
throughout Japan, a bureau in 1968, an increase of 10.8 per
he probably would have
* * *
player piano directly onto piano changed,
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The official says.
, sojne of his arrangeCAVE C
cent over 1967.
K . (UPI)
National Cherry Blossom.
rot's. This he does by punching ments
Liberty Bell Draws
Kentucky's first w
to stay in step with the
Singing star Leslie 1.4gams has
Festival will be held in
rolls with h puncher.
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - A will be located near Mammoth
composers.
drawn the assignment of heading
survey by the city shows that Cave.
Nathan shOws that there is a musical cdmedy-variety program Washington, D.C., April 8
through April 13, it was
His audiences are necessarily still
A Cynthia na, Ky.,
the Liberty Bell, symbol of
a need for good orchestras. for CBS next season. The show
American freedom, is still the businessnuui, Herbert A. Moore, limited. Player pianos were nev- And his fine arrangements show w ill replace the Smothers Brothers announced.
principal tourist attraction of has announced plans to invest er common and. not very many that the songs of today are in in the 9-10 p.m. Sunday spot.
* * *
historic Philadelphia.
$750,000 in a 100-figure survive. A recording of. 12 of many respects just as melodic se
*
The study by the Convention museum which will include his "Studies for Player Piano" the tunes Miller made so pupuHal Kanter, producer-writerA dhow is an Arab boat.
506W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
and Tourist Bureau found that Franklin D. Roosevelt greeting was made from his own player lar.
pianos
in
his
studio
in
Mexico
Valley Forge, 23 miles away Winston Churchill as Churchill
Selected Singles — "Where's
where George Washington' and steps from a Rolls Royce. Other City, and there is no doubt the the Playground Susie- by Glen
his Continental Army endured figures will include Daniel Boone man is both resourceful and Campbell (Capitol 2494), "Umclever.
As the record jacket brella Song" by
the bitter winter of 1777-78. and Henry Clay.
Sounds of Modisays,
he
produced
"unbe- fication (Jubilee 5653), "The
ranks next on the tourist list.
lievable
sounds" (Columbia Price of Loving You'
by The
7222).
Solid Soul(123 P-1709). MerriGo-Round- by Tom Ghent (TeFrom Nancarrow it is hardly
tragrammaton Record T-1525),
any jump at all to John Pfeiffer
"There Never Was a Time" by
11 Olive Blvd.
whose
thing
is "electrono- Jeannie C.
Riley (Plantation PL
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
musk," meaning music made by
10.
Truly Fine Cleaninr
no
musical
instrum
ent whether
Phone 753-2852
Tape Deck-Reel-to-Reel: "At
conventional or improvised but the
. Corner of the Stars on the
by
manipulating
electronic American Highwa
y" (Project 3
sounds into satires of traditional W-50) unwinds
three hours of
forms
and
styles. Hence his 9 music by Pearl
hone 753- 5434
Northside Shopping Center .
Bailey, Enoch
pietes sksl,talled "Images- and laght and
the Light Brigade,
they are, he feels, an advance linah Shore,
BERKSHIRE
Tony Mottots And
Miss Smith
beyond mere "electronic music" others,
City Scene
Cay Miley
"Eye-Catcher"
Hattie Leeds
Great for cocktail ,parSmart Sue
Parfait
Chapel Hill
Gro-Up
(Vi(trola-1371).
Lady Bird Omsk* Hob Nobbers
ties or dinner music backdrop.
Helen Joy
Dorado Dress J miler Spice
Lenox Hill
•
and Others
Eight-track: "Soul Rock Blues
This reviewer found it easy Bag"
(RCA P8S-1422) is a good
and pleasant to go from Pfeiffer
mixture of Jose
Feliciano,
to Jean Sebelius, a name not
efferson Airplane, Nilsson and
often mentioned any more. His
Nina
Simone.
Includes
last two symphonies, the 6th
Feliciano's controversial "The
REGISTER TO WIN
and the 7th, have been earnestly
3 Pairs Boxed
In Stock Each Friday and 2 each Sat.day
Star Spangled Banner."
Cas$2.115
recorded
by
Herbert
Stop in and reg-stcr to win ,our choice
Von sette: "As
Long As He Needs
Kara* with the Berlin Philharof any 1i.88 Dress in stock. You need not
Choose aearrues:
Me" by Shani Wallis(Kapp KTX
be present to win.
monic. If "electronomusic" is
sheers seamiest
53573) showcases Shani on the
the future, Karajan makes the
mesh and lovely
top tune from "Oliver," as well
Oentrece nylons.
past
magnetically
attractive. as
other fine songs, among,them
NatnallY ad(Deutsche-Grammophon
Am- "The Impossib
verbs/I BERKle Dream
and
pex tape version 9032).
DRIPZI "eye"Old Qvil Moon."

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUART

ERS

•

MM.
BANKAMERICAIII

Collegi e Cleaners

Largest Collection of Styles and Fabrics We've Ever Shown!

szs

I

140'84 100's & 100's IN NEW SUMMER STYLES

OUTLAND BAKERY

NYLONS
99'

FREE DRESSES!!
Choice of '5.88 Dresses

Easy-Care Cottons in
Pretty Summer Styles
3.88

Catchers".
Big Business
New Service
MIAMI, Fla (UPI) PHOENIX,
Ariz. (UPI)
Aeronaves de Mexico will offer Phoenix
attracts 12 million sadirect flights between Miami and ationers a
year and they spend
Paris beginning April 3, it was more
than $500 million, making
announced. There will be three tourism
rank only behind manuflights each way weekly by the facturin
g in volume and the
airlines Super DC8C
fan jets.

Ns Soenahze In

tali'
.'s
s third largest income prohirer.

BEAUTIFUL WEDDIN&
CAK

HALF SLIPS
LOS
Famous 'Movie Star'

Nylons with frilly
lace. White and hie
ahades.

PEIGNOIR SETS
lig
US
'Moyle star' quality
Gown and negligee
sets. Nylon tricota,
rayon tricots and dacron blend s. Lace

Serve Our Tasty .. .

• STRAWBERRY PIE
• FRESH COCONUT CAKE

rites in dacrons, se&suckers, ai.ncl prints,
wrink,e-sheu ginghams. Solids prints,
stripes.
e

One and 2-Pc. Effects
Smart Styles and Fabrics
8.88

Daytime-Datetfine Dresses
Cool and Pleasing Styles
10.88
Jackets, skimmers shirts, one and chit-„
twopiecers. Ekay-care c...itons.poiyesters,
vaaettes voiies, sheers and other cool fabrics.

trims.

MAKE SUNDAY DINNER
EXTRA SPECIAL! •

SPECIALS —

2 for $11.311
Pant shirts, bra dresses and other favo-

rites in one and two piece akimmers,
shifts, others. Solid colors bright checks
and color:ill prints.

Let Us . . .
delived your Mother a delicious
cake, beautifully wrapped and
your card enclosed!
— PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY —

— WEEKEND

Eye-Catching Styles in
Cool, Easy-Care Fabrics
5.88

2 for $17.541
Spanking fresh and new summer favo-

MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL

Ituiterflake Dinner Rolls

98*
Flattering ENn.ASHEF.R seamless curly stretch nylon panty
hose. Rinaguard top and toe. New
knit, wauttbauld and crotch.4
-8-and C.

MOVIE STAR
SLIPS
LOS
3.95
Luxurious nylon tricots and satin tricots with dainty lace
shadow panel. White,
lite shades

talk with us to plan
a cake to be personally
designed and decorated
for you.

2 for $7.541
Easy-care and easy-wear cottons in culottes, shifts and other pretty styles. Garden-iresh prints, solids, checks, plaids.

Special FeatureNylon Panty Hose

WINNER! RAF flying officer William Fuller daahes to
victory in the Empire State Building in
New York after a
flight beginning on the top of the general postoffice building in London. it was helicopters and jets in the London

Daily Mail's transatlantic race commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the first nonstop Atlantic flight in 191*
by two British flyers.

LINGERIE
2.111
LIM
Pretty dusters, baby
doll pajamas and
nightgowns. All with
dainty trims. White
and rich shades.

It

MOIHERS DAY.
MAY11
SELECT YOUR SUMMER NEEDS
DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ON LAY
-AWAY

ERIVIANS

PRETTY GIFT
SLIPPERS •
I.98

Quilted satins,
terry cloths and
other favorites,
all styled to please
mother. 3 to 10.

t--

-

.•

PADS TIN

Spicy Drama
Is On CBS
- Playhouse
By RICK DU BROW

Tait 1,101311111 lb

TIMES

—

attlalt•It, IIIPTTOCILY
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PA
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ER
'S
MA
SU
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R
CLEAN
CONVENIENT
FRIENDLY

6,

BRANDS YOU KNOW AND TRUST YOU

If YOU MATCH THE MATCH THE QUALITY

HOLLYWOOD UPI - "CBS P1.
at_' sets aside its sosP•
box Wednesdky night whim it
presents t spicy drama about
a groep of persons trapped overnight In a boldness office during
a power blacbieL
"Shadow Game" is the name
of this 90-mis01e original Misplay by Loring Mandel, and the
chief Udeg to recommend about
it is that it is great fon - and
totally undemanding - to watch.
In case anyone has forgotten,
there's really nothing wroogabout just enjoying yourself while
DON'T
watching theater piece.
manders teway, directed
WASTE YOUR TIME
ghtly and sarabande:1y by Pad SERVE
Bogart and acted by a first-rate
cast beaded by Daniel Massey,
Is, at its core, a formula piece.
but one that is done expertly.

•

YOU CAN T BEAT OUR PRICE

MGR'S
1AR 10 oz
e
.41
Save Trouble,
Save Time!
Buy Her A Large
le

Old Formula
The formula is one of the
MOO and most surefire in the
&WM bellthess: The throwing
together of various types of characters in a situation in which
they are trapped together, and
the subsequent scenes in which
they reveal themselves. In the
case of "Shadow Game," the
revelations extend to their business as well as ,their personal
motivations.
"ew Game" is the sort
et Meg emu Jerome Weidman,
bet- ver ot nifty and racy
-1111111111-eat-eldiat hodeess world
Wes, Wet bin written for
"CBS Pleelmen." But he cotitbit hue dim
Nadi better

•.

4

Tee Amy thtmees chiefly on
an Meant& pow executive Massey, who , during the course
of the ion eight's palmy into
day. dicomes Set an morteciP111Libt
--44
Wallas ifaier has been idealing his accents, with the boss'
knowledge aid quiet approve!. It
seems this is the boss' way of
employing the dog-eat-dog technique to corporate advantage.
During the long night, Massey
who is respected and admired by
others in the office, is urged by
them to employ the dog-ethelog
approach against Shatner it be
hopes to salvage the career last
is being exploded right out from
underneath him. An office romance with a beautiful but coed
woman Carol ROSSIND complicites Massey's moral straggleeven
more. His decision would not be
fair to reveal in advance for
viewers.
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Fine Acting

BRIGHTENERS
Like Massey, Shatner turns in
a fine bit of acting - as a truly
offensive sha.rpie with business
and the girls. And the reztaieder
of the cast, although appearing
in basiMilly formula roles, resrmed.i
urge led
the
viewers gni more
than the Othelese mine.
some persons descent re
instincts when trapped.
There is, for Utilise% w
Windom, as a bum iith
been around the company tor a
while and doesn't let the selldevouring competition get him
down anymore. There is RI
Dysart as a fellow whose career
is all but washed up, whose
family UM is in dangerous shape,
and who drunkenly or partly drunkenly tries to make love to a
sweet young girl in the office
after trapping her alone in a
room.
The women in the cast are
wonderfully attractive, Besides
Miss Rossen, there is Maria
Tucci as the girl who gets trapped by the washed-up executive;
Norma Crane as a mldfle.aged
woman who has been humiliated
by an afthir with Ratner, and
shows (emotional scars of the
business wars; Doris Roberts
as a chubby, lovable secretary
with a mama at home worrying;
and Alenixh-Olay as a blonde,
blank and easily available sex.
pot of the new school.
There is considerable boozing,
and there aft pointed and ithergestive lines. Sen. Pastore *Odd
have a million laughs.

Price without coupon is
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only at
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We wish to gratefully
Substantial gains were made in
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serevery ldnd expressstk.- ion 1968 by Assemblies of God forvice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
of concern and sympathy, dur- eign missions department, acM. Sondem. Phone 3E14176,
ing the accidental death of our cording to a report to the denoLrbarille Ky.
June-3-C dearly beloved, Dixie
Rudolph. mination's headquarters here.
FARM BUREAU Office, moved We are so grateful to those
Assemblies of God foreign
to new location. 309 South 5th who sent food, fbrers, and missionaries currently under app IMIAL IMITATI1 P01 SALE
MIAL IMITATE P01 SAUI
Street,
POR RENT
M-19-C helped in the Awing, and a pointment total 939, of whom
NEL, WANTED
10 x 51 FOOT trailer on nice ON
special thanks to Bro. Willis 85 joined the
SOUTH 17th Street in SPINET PIANO. Wanted, Th.
staff during 1968.
IT'S
DOLLAR a Car load Night Green, Bro. L E. Moore and
FOUR-BEDROOM brit* beam at WAITRESS wanted, cisy shift,
lake-view lot in Panorama, 44,- Keenela
An additional 100 candidates
nd Subdivision, a qual- sponsIble party in take over
at
the
Murray
Drive-In
1000
400.00.
The
ISM
at
Linn
Theatre
Street
Kay
Sharp
FIN342111
Home.
an4 wages, real good Ups. Avity conatructioc 3-bedroom brick low monthly payment
are
for foreign misnext Friday night...The car
s on a Me. 10th at To rent mated erage wages and tips
3-BEDROOM brick, central air, almost
May God bless orb of you.
for 6 day
oompleted.
sionary approval.
Colonial spinet piano. Can be seen lo- Bob Gass, 1616 S.
with
the
most
2 baths, as Sha-We, $26,500.00. style
people
in
it
will
W. 10th 31, week above $75.00 per week.
Glen, Jack and Pattie
with a family room, fully ftily. Write Credit Manager
Four new areas of ministry
, FL Lauderdale, Ink Phone 102- Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaur- receive a pass for future use
3-BEDROOM brick on 10 acres equippe
Rudolph; Mr. and Mrs.
d kitchen, and garage. P. 0. Box 276, Shelbrrille,
were added in 1968: French
at
the
Murray
of land witabie for develop A real
Drive-In
SUL
.
MC
Ed
Jackion
,
ant,
Mr.
Aurora,
and
Ky.
Phone 474- Everyos
good buy.
e in the car will re
M-7-P
Mrs. Elms Rudolph Guiana, French Polynesia, Okimeat, $30,000.00.
M-4-C ceive a
NEW BRICK duplex. Two bed- =59.
nawa and Thailand, bringing to
peas.
MS
-C
1TP
WATER-FRONT LOT in Pine A LAKE-NEW 3-bedroom brick
82 the number of foreign countEFFICIENCY MK pad with rooms, central heat and air. WANTED, Sales
ANN
A.Bluff Shwas, $3,500.00. Other on Minerva Drive, 2 baths, forman
COLESO
for
N is now assochitconditioning, carpeted, large
ries served by the denomination
"Flats in Pine Bluff from $525-00 mal dining area and large fam- 50 sheets of paper 22" wide by closets and storage. Available local retail store. Experience ed with the Hdltop Beauty Sa17",
month
calenda
13
to
r
required
ily
.
Ages 26 to 40. Apply lon, Charoiette Grogan owner,
room, sliding glass doors
and up. Choice lots.
March 31, 1970, printed across now. Phone 7E3-4575 before In own handwriting
4-BEDROOM frame on WM onto the
patio, expensive
giving age, Hazel Highway. For your *t9:30 a. m. or after 4:30 p. a.
Answer to Yesterday's Puule
the
top
each
of
sheet.
Regular
marital status, dependents and est heir fashions and permland. One of the best old howler drapes, and chain link fence
M44
Special
WOO
$2.89,
WOUM WON
during
price
May
two references. Apply is care meats oail 7534106 for appointin Calkiway County, $12,500.00 around back lawn included in
only, $2.19. Ledger & Times THREE-ROOMS and bath. Part- ot P. 0. Box
ACROSS
3-Hindu guitar
the male of this fine, home.
284 H, Murray, ment.
Near Locust Grove.
I14-C
MOHO= GRIM 09
4-Thoroughfares
Office Supply Store. M-12-NC ly furnished. Stove, refriger
1-Aeriform
3-BEDROOM brick, 2 baths, canat- Ky.
M-12-C
5-Conjunction
OnEl AM WO
A NEW 3-bedroom brick home
BiLTO
NE
fluid
factory
or,
fresh
and T. V. Phone 753-2329.
leap.
tral best and air, dishwasher. In
6-Ventilate
CRUISER-Chris-Craft, 75 IL P.
MOH UMW COMO
WANTE
4
-Floats
D,
air
in
lady
Kingswo
Mg
to
do
aid
baby
od
bette
sitSubdivision. 2
rieeThke
7-Foray
M4-C
A real nice place for $2000.00
OMN MOO MOM
9-Greek letter
bath rooms, carpeting through- Evinrude; trailer; sleeps 3;
ting and light )ousework. Boy, bearing aids, Wallis Dn..
8-Sailing vessel
• and you can pick your carpet
12-Mukammedan
MM ORMOUNDcr
out, central It and air-con- sink, la box, toilet, stove, NICE 3-ROOM furnished apart- 3 years of age, girl 3 years.
9
-In favor of
IMMO
coior, an Keeneland.
BOO ORO 002
$1,500.
In
water
at
Slip
10,
10-Old
French
ment
coin
Monday
in
private home, quite
ditioning. Nice drapes, dishthrough Friday, 8:00
13-Test
1.055 ACRE FARM vrith a 3-bedMEM UMO SEMI
11-Possessive
washer and disposal included. Ken-Lake. K. B. Small, Cadiz., neighborhood. All utilities fur- a. m.
14-Decay
5:00
p.
m.
For
inpronoun
room brick home. Well worth
MOW ENIO
SERVICES OFFERED
Ky. 522-3906.
M-8-C nished including central heat formation call 762-3802 days or
15-Anon •
Blacktop driveway.
16-Slender finial
the money at $21,000.
17-Tumultuous
and
7534130
air
conditio
ning.
18-Golf
sights.
mounds
Two
OOMPL
EIE
POODLE groom- 19-Imitates
KEEP your carpet beautiful deOUOU WMUJ UWW
70 ACRE FARM with extra FOR
20-Breaks suddenly
THE discriminating buy- spite constant footsteps of a blocks from University. Couple
MS-C ing. 'Experienced and reason- 21-Female deer
LION DOOM ODO
nice brick borne. Iles outbuild- er,
22-Platform
this contemporary home will busy family. Get Blue Lustre. only. Phone 753-1589.
II-&C
able prices. By appointment on- 22-Sifts
7
ings and corn and tobacco bre. satisfy
34-Chinese
48-Macaws
AVON
-Girl's
23
CALLIN
name
G!
Increre
d
de26-Part
of flower
your requirements. Lo- Rent electric shampooer $1.
ly.
appointment call 75350-Label
Within 2 miles of Murray You
HOUSE
Pato"
TRAILE
-Gastropo
24
emed
R,
d
52'
and
x
needy
10'.
29
-Symbol
crested
for
terricated in beautiful surroundings Big K.
51-The sett
36-Continued
MS-C
mollusk
2% miles from Murray. $65.00 tories call for more Representa- 2668 atter 5:00 p. m.
need to see this at once,
tantalum
52-Encountered
stories
with over 1 acre of land. Feat26-Make lace
30-Babylonian
-Wine cup
3-BEDROOM brick on Wird'
53
per
month.
Phone
tives!
7534231
Serve customers in terri- SENIOR OOLLEGE student will
or
39 Walk
ures found here are: cathedral SINGER automatic Zig-Zag in
hero
55-Anger
27-Representative
Road, 134 baths, carpeted and ceilings
753-7856.
41-Location
M-6-C tory of your own. Act at once! do odd lobs around your home. 32-Wise person
56-Dine
, large reercition rc m, Walnut console. Makes all fan28-Conducts
44-Build
Inlay that needs no waxing..formal
59-Teutonic
dining room, living cy zig-zig designs, plus makes REAL NICE new 2-bedroom For interview in your home, Window washing, hedge trim- 33-Skill
31-Essence
46-Man's name
deity
Has family room and ldtchen room,
35-Quarrel
write
s
or
cell
etc.Mrs.
Phone
Evelyn
753-8390.
den 244 baths, and many, button holes, blind hems, over- apartment, ceramic tile both,
combinatico, only $30,000.
37-Bevera
Brown,
ge
Avon
Mgr., Dig 440,
many others.
casts, sews on buttons, mono- air conditioner, range.
M-12-P
Now Shady Grove Reed, Merkel,
38-TIbetan gazelles
157 ACRE Wm, stock barn,
grams, all without attachments. available. Phone
Ky.
753.7457.
WILL
GLEAN
has 130 foot well, 90 acres in NEAR THE MSU
up
offices
or 40-Locations
43064. Phone 963-3363.
campus, a 3- 15 year guarantee. Pay final
shop. Call 753-8470.
M-12-C
cultivation. Tide you can't be- bedroom brick
M-8-P 42-A state (abbr.)
with larger than berme of $48.58 or assume
H-M
43-Puff up
lieve, only $20,000.00 neer average
FURNLS
HED
bedrooms, exposed
notes.of $4.89. For free
4-rooen apartment.
NEED YARDS to mow. Call 45-Lassos
Story Chapel Chureh.
beams in die kitchen and feleAir
conditioned, available hi
NMI call Paducah 442753-2687.
47-Period of time
CARD Of THANKS
2-BEDROOM with 1 bath and ily room. Large
swimming pool,
collect.
M-12-C June for summer and fall se49-Girl's name
We would like to thank every% basesmect boos in Lake- and the back
mester. Married couple only. one for the food,
yard is complete50-Process al
flowers and
way Shores for Ilm low pito* ly enclosed.
painting
May be seen at Kelly's Pest kindness shown (twing
WANTED TO NWT
ed* ill16 FOOT Glaspar Ski Boat. 90
of $10,600.00.
54-Eagle's nest
Control at 100 South 13th SI
se
death
xi
of
our
father
horse
Johnson
motor. 0 n e
THIS YOU need le tee IN mum-A-3-BEDR
WANTED: One or two-bedroom 57-Mature
OOM,
M4-C and husband. Especially, DocA 5-bedroom brick home on located near 1%-etory home brand new set of skis, 2 old sets,
unfurnished Maas out of clty 58-"Ship of the
the
Southsi
tors
de
Hal Houston, Lowery, Mer- Salts
desert"
2 gas tanks. Built-in radio.
Cstalina with 144 bathe, central Shopping
on paved road. Must lave
Center. Formal din. Phone 753-8782
cer and the staff at Calloway mining
60-Anglo-Saxon
after 5.00 p m
heat and air for $18,500.00.
water and bath. Reg
.ping area, attached garage. Lot
mait7
County Hospital. A.2193 Rev. Ro- reasonab
A TRAILER lot near New Pro- NM
M-12-P
le. PhODO 753-1018 be- 61-Obtained
is 120' x 160'. This is a
MOWER
bert
AND
Robinso
TILLER
n,
Bro.
Millard
vidence, aiready has light pola booth
fore 5:00 p. a., and aft for 13-torser Resift
priced hqiuse.
Teague and families for the Mary.
REPAIRS
and septic tank ($950-00) Tat
1989 ZIG-ZAG in a brand new
words
Also
comfort
of
and the singthirstsonly $050.00.
IS-Openwork fabric
77101ER REALTY & Insurance cabinet. This machine makes
ers. Words cannot express our WANTED: 3-bedroom house,
BILIIREY'S
234 ACRES of wooded lot aCo, NS Maple Street, Murray, decorative designs, buttonholes, 210 Main
DOWN
in or out of city limits. Must
Phone 7834617 thanks.
bout $ miler from Murray on Ky.
7ES4242 Home phones: sews on buttons, monogralps
have
bath
The
Family
1-Female
and
of
running
(colloq.)
water
Pottertown Road, $2,500.00.
TFC
&maid R. Tucker 7534030, and embroderies. Needs no atPhone 753-4996.
2-Aestate(abbr)
William V. Jones
MS-C
LOT NUMBER 10 and 11 in Bobby
tachmen
ts. 25 year guarantee.
Grogan 753-4074, W. Peal
•"t
11?
Sherwood Forrest, $1,600.00 and Dailey,
Ideal for the beginning seamJr., 7534702.
$2,100.00.
stress
or
the
devoted
homeITC
WT NUMBER 34-7-12-14 and
maker. Full balance, $32.22 or
16 in Camelot.
$1.50 weekly. For free home
2 ACRES of land and a 2 year
trial call Paducah 442-8605 col- PEANUTS
'old stone house with basement, AUTOMOINLES POE SALE
TCCAY IS WEDNESDAY, ISN'T IT?
lect.
M-12-C
one bath, 3 bedrooms, kitchen
1962
FORD
?airtime
, 4-door,
mid den ccanbioation. You can't
eixelioder, $140.00. Phone 753- 1968 MOBILE HOME, 84' x 12',
to miss this home for
3143 after 6:00 p. m.
M-5-P 3 bedrooms, like new. Priced
.00.
reasonable. Call 753-8481. M-8-P
3-BEDROOM duplex, located 750.
college. Just think each
14 FOOT aluminum boat, nearbiss 3 bedrocens. On Dodson, 1962 NOVA 2-door hardtop, 6- ly
new 20 horse Johnson motor.
cylinder automatic. 1963 Chev- Phone
4180,500.00.
753-7658.
M-8-P
rolet
Van,
very good condition
a 3-bedroom
eluminum aiding. Has large den Call 753-8096 after 6:00' p. m. A WHITE Sewing Machine. Zig
mid kitchen, one bath and 2M-8-P Lag with buttonholer. Hardly
car forage. Just before you get
been used excellent condition
So Mastin Chapel and it is on
Reason for selling moving overDUE
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Uncle
Sam,
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a beautiful 1% acre lot, 224,M-04
my 1968 Doe Coronet 440 sees. Phone 753-1872.
000.00.
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with waft* vinyl top. Au TRAILER LOTS - Size 100' x
_ AT 307 South 15th we have a
3-bedroom, one both house and tomatic, power steering, re 200', city water. No down-paydin. low mileage. Local car. ment, small monthly payments.
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efficiency
BUT YOU
Cali 753-7402.
I'M ONE
M-8-C Rolling Acres Subdivision, two
beck
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for only $16,500
.0rt
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miles east of Murray on HighAREN'T SAYING
Di ONE of the finest locations
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.
, bath with lots of extra rooms door hardtop. Air, power steer- 3745.
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on Keeneland for the low price ing, vinyl top, $1,850.00. Phone
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SELL
new
12'
x
40'
trailof $23,000.00.
Phone 489-2303.
M-8-C er, furnished, 2 bedroom
s.
2-BEDROOM on ILayffeld HighPhone 753-7519 after 4:00 p. m.
way in the commercial zone
1967 AUSTIN HEALY 3000
district only $18,000.
Mart III, white convertible.
A
Lot where
(
Mr. Thurman did his coal bus- Mint condition. Price $2350.00.
iness, has railroad spur and a Phone 753-4096.
WANTED TO OUT
building that is in need of reWANTED: Used chest of drawpair, only $7,000.00.
1966 FAIRLANE GTA, 390-335
ers, good condition, reasonably
A 2-BEDROOM frame, with one H. P. One owner. Have
2 cars priced. Phone 753-1916 and aft
bath, utility, large living room, must sell. Cali 763-6105
after for Mary, before 5:00 p. m.
--„
kitchen and dining room, 3 4:30 p. m.
M-10-C
TFNC
` large closets. City water by
the house, but not hooked on.
45,500.00. Amor from N e w
Hope Church.
/OWE HAVE a 3-bedroom brick,
•
carpeted and 144 baths, central
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by Charles M. Schulz
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THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all electric, tare* living-dining room
aosehimetbsa, larg• kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robert-me School. By owner. Call 7531292 days or 753-8973 nights.
•
M-8-C
TWO-BEDROOM frame house,
South 8th extended. Convenient location. An ideal first
home, in a good neighborhood.
Phone 7534080 lifter 5:00
m.
11-7-C
wooded
[....
t 100 a it80 Subdivision
Phone
lo in
:' . 1334080 after 3:00 p. m. M-7-C

SVO-IlEDROOM

house, completely redecorated, wall-to-wall
carpeting. Ready to move into
Mr Olive Street. Phone 75311119 or 7534209.
M-8-C
C
WANTE
,
D TO SUY OR RENT

ilOUSE TRAILER 1 or 2 bedrooms. write Tom Kiddy, 2213
0&land Avenue, Covington
gay. 41014.
M-19-(
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DEAR ABBY: Mother's day will soon be here and I wish
you would say something in your column to remind "young
Marrieds" to remember their mothers-in-law, too. Even if I's
only a card or a note. There were so many years when I should
Mee remembered my mother-in-law, but I was too "busy."
Ilds year I will send her a spray of flowers - to the
Cemetery - bitterly regretting that I failed to send her flowers
while she was living. I should have appreciated her more,
widen her mere about her grandchildren, whom she loved so
meek and meet of all I should have let her know how much I
had grown to love her.
I hope others will not make the same mistake I made
because next year may be too late. Abby, please use my real
initials I want my father-in-law to know how I feel. Sincerely
yours,
I. G. M.

-

UNIT WINNIERS Is the Gnomes Cooley
444 Style
/hew we lee hi right, Jill Falwell, Melinda
Taylor, Becky
"est Janet Usrey, and Alone Paschall.

MINIMS in the Calloway Caddy
444 Mei* Shwa hold
fiebeedey work left te right, back,
MAR LOVE: Med awaken ace "serfs' that thele
Burchett, limier whiner,
'WM
Sulk
missy
Allies will deny theninems sen1011111 k kik la
winner, and Becky Seen, runner
WY a - dm emit.
up in
OM an whisi PPM or letter doesn't cast
nepthkg. amid le the meet chichi.' of ell gifts.
lam I was a ait my owe metber used to say. "Dent
WM*amfthieg. I have everything I seed." So I would write
Mlle pones and verses telling her hew Mee* I appreciated her.
Moly fiber she passed away id I realize bow such they meant
iCenthimied Prom Page One)
(Cemdeued Prete Page One)
ree bad saved every i.e.
the Apron unit: Tammy Overway County's blood quote this
by, Donna Scott, Penny Oliver,
Thursday. This is • good deal
BRAR ABBY: Would you comment on an exasperating
Teresa Carol Paschall, Renee
'Every Mother's day I give my mother, who is 67 and: Tobey, Pamela Todd, Vanessa for citizens here. Just like insurance, it's no good until you
ea ids hill-time job, something I know she needs and think
Stone, Patricia Melvin, Bobby
need it. But, when you need it,
Smith, Margaret McCallon, Bondie would enjoy using. Handbags, lingerie, gloves, or other
there's no substitute.
ita
Britt,
Tommie Bell, Janet
personal items, keeping her preferences in mind
•
Murdock, June Murdock, Dana
Most of these things end up, unused, on the shelf or in a
There Is no merit in change,
Miller,
Donna
Adams,
Wanda
drawer because they are "too good" for every day. So
for the sake of change. Some
died
Jane Hurt, Deborah Karen Darshe'll wear something downright shabby looking when she has
folks think any change is for
nell, Kathy Sue Jackson, Dawn
the good. Some folks think any
an untouched new replacement on band.
MrClarney, Cheryl Milatn, Mar- chew
is for the bad.
This has happened time and again. I've tried giving her a
ilyn Howard. Peggy Potts; all
check in. greeting card, but the checks are Dever cashed. Gift
blue ribbons; Cinty Williams.
We felt half sick the other
certificates are not Use answer, as she "hates" to shop,
Patricia Ann Welch and Donnight after seeing the Beetles
whereas I LIKE to shop for gifts.
na Beller. red ribbons.
groan and bellow through Hey
Skirt:
Susan Oliver, Martha
I can't understand what she is "saving" theme things for.
Jude on the Grammy Award
McCalion, Sherry Dixon, i.33
Mat says she likes my "taste," and I can certainly afford
program. It was a nauseating
Smith, Melanie Norwood, Peneverything I buy her
spectacle to see kudos being.
ny
Higgins
,
Diana
Rhoades
, Ter- given to these greasy
Every time I inquire why she's not using or wearing my
four. We
sa Erwin, Sandra Stark. Barbagifts, there's a shouting match which resolves nothing
realize we are of a different
ra Pierce, Kathy Calhoun, el
generation and never was it
So who's being touchy and inconsiderate' And what's the
blue Ribbons.
made so implicitly clear. We
answer'
Skirt and ill-use Sherri McIRIS
are glad our values are placed
Kinney, Carolyn Sc At, Renee
DEAR IRIS: Whatever the ream's.. k will have
to resent
Sledd, Vickie Butterw .rth, Me• on sokiething we consider more
your mother's secret. Maybe It's just see of her
blissyscresies. leia Spann, Lalthea Miller. all fIrm.
Give her another gift, and duel niceties her
blue ribbons: Ann McCoil, Cin
"saving" your
previous gifts.
dy Roller, Cheryl Brown, Pau- We don't blame the teenagers
la Foy, Marken' Orr, all red for liking these four. What got
us was the adults all shook over
ribbons.
DEAR ABBY: Maybe I'm wrong. but I always
the
thought that
rendition of this grass
First Dress: Regina Lockhart
Mother's day was a day to remember one's OWN
smokers song.
mother. I am
Cecelia
Sims,
Libby
Sims,
all
my husband's sweetheart, companion, partner and
lover but, red ribbons. Elaine Eversmeyer.
by Jove, I am NOT his mother! I hope that Bill
We remember when we were a
and I never blue ribbon.
start calling each other "Mother" and "Dad" like
Play Clothes: Christy Lock- teenager we liked "Maim
some couples
Doats, and Dozy Does" and
ne know. And we certainly don't intend to
exchange gifts on hart, Cathy Lockhart, Stacy
"Mother's day" and "Father's day."
Adams, Janey Kelso, all blue something about an "Itty Bitty
?lab in an Itty Bitty Pool".
ribbons.
MY MOTHER'S DAUGHTER
Mix and Match: Karen AlexEverybody has a problem. What's
ander, blue ribbon, Cordell* Ivory generation to its own.
years? Fa a permed
reply write to Abby, Box end, Los Angeles
Williams.
, cel egme, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed eiveisp
Advance Dreg: Ellen Watson. Per some reason 99 per cent
e.
_always turn out to be pretty deblue ribbon.
emit people, no matter what
Ads Is liar letters? Seed SI to Abby,
Tailore
d:
Judy Kelso, blue
Per el*„ Les
goes on in the teen years.
Ampiles,CeL 22161,ler Abby's Mehl*
"Hew I. Write Letters ribbon.
lw
Oseadens."
arab
Saw Steve Knight on the street
yesterday A fine young fellow
who has done well. He is. former Ledger and Times carrier,
one of the best.
(Continued Press Pogo Owl

Jayne Scott

damage was reported to an of
the motorcycle.
Sunday at 5:45 p.m. a three
car collision occurred on Sycamore Street at the Lassiter and
McKinney Car lot.
Connie Lowry, 707 Elm St.,
driving a 1906 Plymouth two
door hardtop owned by Dr. C.
C. Lowry, was going west on
Sycamore Street, and turned
her bead to look out the rear
of her car, according to the
police report.
As Miss Lowry was looking,
she lost control of the car, ran
off the shoulder of the street
into a ditch stricking • 1967
Chevrolet station wagon knocking it into a glass sign, bending the sign pole, and knocking
the pole into a 1906 Chrysler,
according to the police.
Both the Chevrolet, owned by
Richard Latimer of 1705 Miller, and the Chrysler, owned he
James-UMW --oT10/ South
12th Street, were parked on the
Lassiter & McKinney lot.
Damage to the Plymouth was
on the right front end, to the
Chrysler on the right rear, and
to the Chevrolet on the right
and left side.

Six foot all-steel bed! Econornocal.
Powerful OHV engine, Perfect for
work or play-loads! Roomy cab, yely1
upholstery 4-speed shck shift
whitewalls. dozens of emu,

MINN
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER

LASSinR *KINNEY l!itsiT7Stp.INC.

•.

Leading cause of female Cali
err deaths is breast cancer says
Mericifii rAiiier &it
-44y.

SWANNS MARKET
MOTHERS DAY

SEEN & HEARD ..

Terry Cole

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Valedictorian,

Benton Will
Hold A Big
Singing Day

Woman's Club

DEAR ABBY: My mother gave me her annual warning
speech again this year prior to Mother's day. It always darts
out, "Please don't buy me anything. There's noddle I need."
Abby, this hurts me. I KNOW my meth& dough% "seed"
anything, but it takes the pleasure out of Ikr as whim diele
so tderseious as to reject my gift before she even als N.
Mime put a word er two le yew adage mos minis
imste Set thdr children enjoy buying lhelhees duty glen ma
Amy Sieuld not be discouraged from Moss.
LOVES TO MS'

The 1 selling import
truck-saves
you up to 50%!
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A and B are placed in a high
or low position on the scale
and are represented by notegenetteed Prom Pees Oval
(C.esifineed Prom Page One)
heads in the shape of triangles,
circles, squares, and diamonds for 2 years in the Lone Oat
Club award for photo • jouraalrespectively.
ism last APrilMath tournament
The group of singers will voca- Ernie Williams was a NatA native of Danville, Ly,
,
Fetterman graduated from Mutlise such hymns as "Rock of Ag- ional Merit Finalist; National
es" and "Greenfield." by first Honor Society; Who's Who in
my State University and coachsounding out the syllables, per- American High Schools; Outed basketball at New Winder
High School in Illinois. While
haps going over It several times standing High School Speect.
doing graduate work in educaAte-old hymns once sung by till the songleader thinks they Student finalist; Annual bustion at the University of Ken the Melab ancestors of Keatuck tare ready to proceed to the iness manager; Quill & Scroll;
wiry. He became interested at mountaineers will be revived ag- words. Soon thereafter, the sha- NM vice-president and presiMurray Stet* end joined the ain In Benton, Ky., on May 2 e-note music will ring out. Th- dent; National Trench Contest
college's paper. After gredna. for the annual Big Singing Day, ere is no accompaniment.
honorable mentloni Band 4
tem, he took a job as editor of
Every year since 1884, hymn- As many as 5,000 people are years; Pep Band 3 years; Conthe Murray Ledger and Times. lovers from Kentucky and its expected for the singing which tests 4 years; Quad State 4
Fetterman is married and has neighboring states have gathered will last until about 3:30,
with years; Drum Major 2 years;
two daughters aged 13 and 21. in Benton, located on US-64 just a break for lunch. There
is no Most Cooperative Band student;
His eldest daughter recently west of Kentucky Lake, for Big admission charge. Persons in- President Junior Civitan Club;
Singing Day. Traditionally held terested in obtaining a copy
made him a grandfather.
of MSU Alumni Scholarship; Hi•X
He originally entered college on the fourth Sends)/ in May, the the book "Southern Harmony and 2 years; Junior Play; Lone Oak"
day is devoted to preserving a Musical Companion" may write Math Tournament 2 years; Supon a music scholarship.
type of music that has long since to Pro Music Americana, Box erlative Most Talented; State
vanished in most parts of the 2324, Los Angeles, California Speech /rested 2 years; first
country-shape-note singing.
90028. The price of the book is and second place winner in
At 10:00 a.m, on the lawn of $6.50.
Soil Conservation Essay Conthe Marshall County Courthouse,
test.
a group of about 200 will surrouBill Pasco has been class
ICasibused Freon Paie One)
nd a =wielder who will sing Florida At
president for four years. He has
traction
J
also been Superlative, Best-AllMurray Weinee*Cludii present- out the notes "fa, sol, la, mi."
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI}ed a cake to the /eider Clti- Those who have practiced will The manatee, strange aquatic Bound; football 2 years; HI-Yt
2 years, secretary this year;
sena Club on the omit. nf respond immediately, some usi- mammal which
is on the In- KYA 2 years; Intramurals
its first anniversary. Ogee fttry ng a book labeled "Southern Har- terior Departm
ent's roster of years; Junior Play; Lone Oak
persons attended the party held mony and Musical Companion;"
rare and endangered species, is Meth Tournament 2 years;
others
will quickly "catch on"
May 2 at the Community Cosafforded protection in Ever- Match; track 4 years; Band 2
and join in.
ter.
glades National Park.
When years and Pep Band 2 years.
The book was published in
John Belote was annual staff
1834 by the inventor of this uniq- alarmed, the manatees play a
waiting game under water for senior editor; Hi-Y 2 years, a
Mrs. Keller announced the ue type
of music,"Singing Billy"
next general meeting to be held Walker.
as long as If, minutes, though cabinet member; golf 2 years',
An evangelist, Billy Wal- they
Monday, May 19, at six p.m. Resurface _Jos National French Test 2 years
ker was searching for a method two or norm any,
three 'breaths at live and Student Council 2 yea& ,
servations for this dinner meetof reading music which could
to 10 minute intervals. Desing should be made with debe understood by everyond,
pite their love for the deep.
partment chairman by May 111.
ceptively simple, his system, these huge creatur
Lung cancer is the leading
es are seen
The next board meeting is called shape-note music or Sou- by vacationers on water-borne cause of male cancer deaths.
thern Harmony, employs only cruises
scheduled for June 2.
from the Flamingo mar The Americaq Cancer Society
reports the mortality rate is 15
four symbols. The notes F, G,
ins on Florida Bay.
times greeter thin 3520ers ago.
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By Abigail Van Burin

MU$ftAT,111311T1301“
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Our Mothers, the
Unsung Heroes

—

' Federal Hog
Market Report
Federal State Market N e w sv
Service 5-7-'69 Kentucky Purl
these Area Hog Martet Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts l066 Bead, Barra's+
and Gilts Mostly Steady; Sows
Steady
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $21 25-21.75
Few 1-2 22.25
US 24 190-240 lbs M.75-21.25
US 24 230 26(it lbs $2025-20
73;
US 3-4 250-200 lbs 519.75-20.25•
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 518.00-18.50
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $17.O0-l300
US 2-3 450-650 life 516.50-17.00

FRUIT COCKTAIL

N o.21 39
(t
can

moNrE

# 303 can

Style

— — — # 303 can 19

303 can

* PRODUCE *

MM.
fraePUried

Facet taste

*

Lareen

PEPPERS Large —
POTATOES _ _ 29'
RADISHES _ _ _ pkg. 5°
CORN _ _ _ _ 3 ear, 20°
lEMONS_--_ dos, 39°
ea.

LEAN - ALMOST BONELESS

100

3 lbs.

wis=111116.
*

ar

LEAN,

Wish-Bone
fitlE

H

Pork

Steak

59c

lb

- SLICED FOR CHOPS
8 oz.

29f

ANGEL FOOD CAKES _

°R 89°

REELFOOT ALL-MEAT

2 FoR 25°

il lein AWBERRY PRESERVES _ is_og. 39'

•4 New Flavors fro
JELL-O
* WILD STRAWBERRY
* WILD CHERRY
* WILD RASPBERRY

— FLAVOR KIST

69c
lb 49c
1 59c
lb

KMGE'S VEKI THIN

F

plastic

LEMON JUICERS _ _

Pork Loin
Bologna
Bacon
Wieners
EGGS

REELFOOT ALL IkLEAT

Celernal

NEW

lb 53c

Pork Roast

4
,Ido
,
d*. •,
t

box 10f

• Lenineentaic .4.404noer qf the
lifood-forining tissue and strikes
more adults than chiklren according tcrthe-Ameriegyi Can-WSociety.

DEL

STEWED TOMATOES— _ _ _ Vat 49° SPINACH
lu EEN BEANS
29'
riaseIl
PEAS
Gla Cream
.
2 303 39' PEAS & CARROTS _
ZUCCHINI
#
290

-NOW YOU-10001ft-----he United Press International
The new luxury-liner Queen
Elizabeth II built by Cunard
cost more than $72 million.

SPECIALS From .
DEL MONTE

MEDIUM

Pk'

39c

Carton

35c

.1EIMAUSWAVAUXAMVSUMAINIMAIMO
THIS 1
COUPON
WORTH

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF
ANY ONE VARIETY OF

Lipton.
MAIN DISHES

• Limit one per family.
Redeemable Only at tswANN'S
MARKET
EXPIRES MAY 14, 1969

owitimantawavassivaninnivavavaastamivii
I SUNSHINE

clip RYE-WHEAT OR HI-HO
SESAME SALTINES
3 $1°°

SHELL'S

WEST STRIP -- $138

